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SPORTSENTERTAINMENTSPARKHOMECOMING
By CHARLES HUMPHRIES
TIGER News Editor

Ande Mitchell. The winner, selected from a field of
23 coed candidates in a student body election yesterday, will also be presented a bouquet of roses.

Climaxing Tigerama 1965 will be a spectacular
fireworks display. The fireworks, which will last
about 20 minutes, is costing more than $1500 and
is expected to be one of the largest displays ever
presented at Tigerama.

"The Platters," who have performed all over the
world, are famous for such hit recordings as "Remember When," "Twilight Time," "Smoke Gets in
Your Eyes," and "The Magic Touch." The quintet's
first record, "Only You," established them as one of
the nation's top vocal groups.
During the intermission of the Friday night dance,
the 1965 Homecoming Queen and finalists will be
presented.

FRIDAY NIGHT DANCE

SATURDAY: FOOTBALL AND DANCE

The gala Homecoming festivities will continue at
the end of Tigerama as the Central Dance Association presents the first CDA dance starting at 9:00
p.m. "The Platters" will entertain with a show and
dance in the university dining hall. Tickets for the
Homecoming dances are on sale today in the dining
hall and will be available at the door of the dance.

The Clemson track team begins the second day
of Homecoming 1965 as they meet the University
of North Carolina Tarheels at 11:00 a.m. The track
meet will be held on the track behind the YMCA.

TIGERAMA OPENS TONIGHT
Festivities of Homecoming 1965 will begin tonight
at 6:45 in Death Valley with a giant pep rally led
by the Clemson cheerleaders and Tiger Band. Following the pep rally, the frolics and fireworks of
Tigerama will begin at 7:00 p.m.
Nine skits, put on by eight social fraternities on
campus and the women's dormitories, along with
two musical groups, will last approximately seven
minutes each. Gray Walsh and Bert Pearce will be
the Masters of Ceremonies for this year's presentation.
Following the skits, the new Miss Clemson University will be crowned by the reigning Miss Clemson,

The

We Apologize
In our Sept. 24 issue, the TIGER published
a picture of the 1965 Rat Queen and her date.
Due to a mix up in pictures, the wrong picture was printed. The TIGER sincerely regrets this error. The 1965 Rat Queen is Miss
Bonnie Mercier.

At 2:00 p.m., the action moves from the cinder
track to the football gridiron of Death Valley where

the Clemson Tigers will take on the Horned Frogs
of Texas Christian University. TCU, 2-3, has beaten
Florida State and Texas A&M, while Clemson has
won 3 and lost 2, beating North Carolina State,
Virginia, and Duke.
Continuing Homecoming Weekend, the CDA will
present "Little Anthony and the Imperials" in the
second dance of the weekend. Featuring such songs
as "Goin' Out of My Head," "Hurt So Bad," and
"Walk On By," Little Anthony and the Imperials
will perform from 8:00 p.m. until midnight in the
university dning hall.
Prices of tickets are $4.50 for each dance, or
block tickets may be purchased for $8.00 covering
both dances.
Concluding Homecoming for 1965, the Clemson
soccer team will play a semi-professional team
from Charlotte at 2:00 p.m. on the field behind the
YMCA.
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Goldovsky Opera Theater Presents
Don Giovanni At Clemson University
Tigerama Festivities Concert Series Offer Opera
Kkkoff Homecoming Oc,ober n ln ^ Field House
Tonight the ninth annual Tigerama will kick off Clemson's
1965 Homecoming Weekend at
6:45 in Memorial Stadium.
The activities will begin with
a pep rally led by the cheerleaders and the Tiger Band.
At 7 o'clock The Blue Key who
sponsors Tigerama will present the nine skits and two
musical groups.
At 8:20 p.m. Tigerama will
feature the annual Miss Clemson Contest, in which one of
23 girls will be crowned Miss
Clemson. She will be crowned

Students Asked
To Save Displays
Part of the fireworks show presented at last year's
Tigerama lights the sky over Death Valley.

Strom Thurmond Lashes
Democratic Party Ideals
By CHARLES HUMPHRIES
TIGER News Editor
Republican Senator J. Strom
Thurmond spoke to an estimated 900 persons in Tillman
Hall here last Monday night.
He was introduced to the gathering by Curtis Clinkscales,
president of the Young Republican organization of Clemson,
who sponsored Thurmond's
appearance on campus.
Sen. Thurmond, who became
the first Republican in Congress
from S. C. since Reconstruction
days when he quit the Democratic party last fall, began his
speech by urging everyone in
America to take a more active
interest in government. He said
that if people did not take some
sort of interest government
would rule the people.
Next, Thurmond turned his
remarks on domestic and world
problems to the bills and work
of this year's Congress.
He said that for the first time
in history a General Education
Bill was introduced in Congress. Commenting on this, he
said, "While I'm in favor of
helping education to our fullest
extend, ... I'm afraid of federal
control.
"The states must retain the
control of education guaranteed in the Constitution. ...Federal control will mean controlcontrol of your lives."
Turning then to Medicare Bill
which went through Congress
this session, Thurmond said
that he was in favor of helping
those who were in need of it—

through means already provided in the Constitution.
He said, "Medicare will run
into billions and billions of
dollars which will have to come
from your tax dollars."
Thurmond went on to outline
for the audience some of the
other bills and measures which
came before the Senate this
term. He spoke of the opposing
views on the Housing and Urban Development program advocated by the administration,
the Anti-Poverty program, and
^ Continued on page 10)

The office of Student Affairs
and the Student Government
reminds that Homecoming
displays can be enjoyed to
their fullest extent only if they
are left up and untampered
until the late afternoon.
Charles Foster, president of
the Senate, said, "Please do not
ruin the displays by taking a
portion of them for a souvenir
or conversation piece. Fraternities, clubs, and various
other organizations, wishing
to provide something 'extra'
for Homecoming, have erected these displays at considerable expense and cannot afford to lose a salvageable portion to unthinking students
and souvenir-seekers.
"Tampering with or the removing of parts of the displays is destruction of private
property and is therefore a
violation of school regulation."

Sen. Strom Thurmond speaks to approximately 900
persons in an address in Tillman Hall last Monday night.

W
by Miss Ande Mitchell, the retiring Miss Clemson.
Climaxing the ninth Tigerama will be South Carolina's
largest fire works display. The
display will last for approximately 20 minutes.
Advance tickets will be sold
in the Dining Hall at the noon
meal today. Tickets may also
be purchased at the gate tonight. The price of tickets is
49 cents a person.
Masters of ceremonies this
year will be Bert Pearce and
Gray Walsh. Assistant directors
are Mike Click, and John Shelley. Chairmen of committees are
chairman of skits, Ken Suggs;
music, Joe Ruzicka; tickets, Don
Driggers; publicity, John Matthew; personnel, Deryl Burlington; physical arrangements,
Bob Ward; technical, G. C.
Pundt; Miss Clemson Contest,
Mac Harley.

Rv
By WES THOMPSON
TIGER News Writer
In the course ofits 15thcrosscountry tour, the Goldovsky
Opera Theater will present
"Don Govani" at the Clemson
Field House Thursday, Oct.
28, at 8:00 p.m.
Described in a recent issue of
Life Magazine as "the greatest opera ever written," Mozart's "Don Giovanni" will be
brought to Clemson in its entirety.
Regularly enrolled Clemson
students will be admitted by
the presentation of their I. D.
card; others by the presentation
of their Concert Series season
tickets. Also, individual tickets will be sold at the door for
$2.50
Prepared under the artistic direction of Boris Goldovsky,
known to millions as "Mr.
Opera" for his trenchant intermission commentaries on the

Clemson Theater Offers
La Boheme" Nov. 1 - 2
Warner Bros, will present the
great La Scala Opera Company's world - famed production of Giacomo Puccini's
immortal "La Boheme" for
seven premiere performances
here on Monday and Tuesday,
Nov. 1 and 2, at the Clemson
Theatre, which has been selected to join leading theaters
throughout the United States
and Canada in offering the
colorful romantic opera for the
first time.
The Warner Bros, presentation of "La Boheme" has been
made possible through the perfection of sound-recording techniques to the highest fidelity
ever achieved. Utilizing newly
developed sound equipment
never before available, as well
as the technical services of
Europe's leading audio engineers, the complete musical
range of "La Boheme"has been
captured on film for the first
time. The film itself is superb
quality Technicolor, providing
an exact photographic production of the brilliant La Scala
performance.
The artistic direction of the
La Scala "La Boheme" has
brought together two of the
world's foremost creative interpreters of opera, Herbert Von
Karajan, the musical director
and conductor, and Franco
Zeffirelli, the stage director and
set designer.
Actually, it was Von Karajan, considered by many to be
the greatest operatic conductor

of modern times,
who was
instrumental in bringing the
production to fruition. He was
determined to reach the peak
of fidelity in recording opera;
this came within the realm of
possibility as a result of the
technical and engineering progress made for the Warner Bros,
presentation, combined with the
willingness of the stars, orchestra and chorus of the La
Scala Opera Company of
Milan, Italy, to perform what
is probably the world's most
popular opera, "La Boheme."
Zeffirelli, who was acclaimed
in this country and abroad for
his staging of the Old Vic's
production of "Romeo and Juliet," agreed to collaborate with
Von Karajan by directing "La
Boheme" and designing the
sets. Another of Europe's leading figures behind the operatic
footlights, Marcel Escoffier, designed the costumes for "La
Boheme."
The cast of singers in the
Warner Bros, presentation is
headed by Gianni Raimondi,
Mirella Freni, Adriana Martino, Rolando Panerai, Gianni
Maffeo, Ivo Vinco, Carlo
Badioli, Virgilio Carbonari
and Franco Ricciardi.
On each of the two days "La
Boheme" will be presented here,
there will be a matinee and an
evening performance. Exact
times of the performances will
be announced shortly. Prices
will range from $1 for students
(Continued on page 10)

weeklv
weekly Saturday matinee
broadcasts from the Metropolitan
Opera
House,
"Don
Giovanni" will be performed
here in English in a translation
specially
prepared for the
Goldovsky Opera Theater by
Ruth and Thomas Martin.
Thanks to director Goldovsky's exhaustive researches, which have eliminated the innumerable mutilations and in(Continued on page 10)

Bass-baritone Ronald Holgaie, who has been a member
of the Goldovsky Opera Theater for several seasons, will
appear in Mozart's DON GIOVANNI. The production is
part of the Clemson concert series and will be presented
on Oct. 28.

Platters, Imperials Spotlighted
Tonight, immediately following the fireworks of Tigerama,
the famous "Platters" will take
the stage to kick off the first
CDA Homecoming dance. The
"Platters", who have performed
before audiences all over the
world, will entertain Clemson's
large Homecoming crowd in
the university dining hall from
9:00 p.m. until 1:00 a.m. in an
informal dance and show.
During the intermission of the
Friday night dance, the 1965
Homecoming Queen and finalists will be presented to the audience.
Singing such hits as "The
Great Pretender," "Twilight
Time," and "Remember When,"
the Platters have gained world
recognition for their performances in France, Mexico, Great
Britain, and many other foreign countries.
The quintet's first hit, "Only
You," many years ago established them on their increas-

ingly popular singing career.
"We are proud to boast the
best program EVER presented
on our campus,"said a Tennessee college president after witnessing a Platters' performance.
Saturday night, "Little Anthony and the Imperials" will
perform and sing from 8:00 until midnight in the university
dining hall.
Little Anthony and the Imperials consist of a group who
simply "Love to sing," according to one of the "Imperials."
All four vocalists grew up in
Brooklyn, and had begun singing professionally by the time
they entered high school.
Discovered when he first sang
for the"Chesters"in 1958, Little
Anthony, along with Sam
Strain (first tenor), Ernie
Wright (second tenor), and
Clarence
Collins (baritone
bass) skyrocketed to success
with their smash recording of

"Tears On My Pillow."
"Goin' Out Of My Head," is
one of their more recent hits.
"Where Did Our Love Go?",
"Hurt So Bad," and "Walk On
By" are among their nationally recognized hits. Also scheduled on this show are the
"Divots," who will present
James Brown type entertainment.
Admission price for the
Homecoming dances is $4.50
for each night, while block tickets covering both dances are
$8.00. Tickets may be purchased in the dining hall at the
CDA table, from CDA junior
staffers, or at the door on the
dance nights.
Freshmen will be allowed to
have cars on the campus from
noon Friday until 7:30 a.m.
Monday for the dance weekend. Freshmen can get their
necessary permits at the traffic office on the seventh level
of the student center.

The Central Dance Association will present the ever-popular "Platters" in a show
and dance tonight }n the university dining hall beginning at 9:00 p.m.

WELCOME HOME TIGERS !!!
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FROM THE HILLSIDE

Tiger

Clemson's Homecoming 1965:
An All-Student Extravaganza

Clemson University rr

By CHARLES HILL
Welcome—alumni, parents, Sweet Young Things,
little brothers, sideline quarterbacks, Jack Daniels,
Class of '02, dropouts, future Clemson students,
and Carolina scouts—to Clemson University's celebration of Homecoming 1965. We've been preparing for you!

Friday, October 22, 1965

Kiddies, Be Good...
Now, now, kiddies, musn't throw battles out of windows. And do try to be
a little neater, children — O don't throd that there! Please try to use the trash
cans. And you really ought to dress a little more like the gentlemen you are,
you know; sometimes you look like such ragamuffins. And your hair! Really,
we must get you a haircut sometime next month or people won't know what to
call you.... Children, really! Haven't I told you before that nice boys wouldn't
think of displaying such nasty old letters where everybody could see them.
Do mind your manners, kiddies, and be good.... 0 kiddies, kiddies, don't do
' that, kiddies,...
And as the weak voice of the columnist becomes lost in the hub-bub of general activity, the mind wanders to more pressing matters at hand. The note
of caution in that weak reprimand is soon forgotten; whatever wisdom there
was is lost. Like a voice crying in the wilderness, or like a prophet parading before the host of Israel, the fate of a columnist is to be read—if readbut not heard. It's too bad, really, because sometimes he just might have
something worth-while to say.
Look around you, fellow students—and be very alert when near the men's
dormitories: bottles are flying. Isn't this campus messy enough without you
adding all your own trash, too.? Is this the campus you're proudly going to
show to your girl tomorrow? You ought to be proud: your droppings decorate it from Dan's to the P&A. And in case you didn't know, it's against the
law to throw beer cans out of car windows when cruising through town,
among other things. You might get fined sometime if you happen to conk a
cop.
Those funny-letters in the P. O., the shoddy dress in the dining hall, the careless litter left hither and yon—these aren't all that bad. But they are a mighty
poor reflection on the school and a much poorer one on you as "mature"
college students. If it's not asking too much, maybe could you be what you
ought to be for just one weekend—Homecoming weekend? And maybe could
you take heed to Gray Walsh's advice: Keep your grubby little mits off the
dad-blasted displays until the blinkin' weekend's over!please?
Now that mid-semester reports have come out—and most of us have firmly
resolved to do better from now on—it might be of interest to some of you that
Mrs. Seymore is opening up another class in her "Reading Unlimited" course.
More details will be advertised in next week's TIGER, but suffice to say that
this is not the usual "speed reading" course. We've all run into those claims
of "2000 words per minute with 95 per cent comprehension," and we all know
what a farce they are. Reading Unlimited is not such a course and makes no
such claims. It does claim, however, to significantly improve both reading
rate and comprehension up to reasonable limits. To back up the claims,
Mrs. Seymore has a list of some of her former students who will attest to the
value of the course. Think your reading rate could be improved? Then investigate—it might pay off.
CURES FOR PAYNE

Since its inception in 1914, Homecoming has
grown from an informal get-together of 525 alumni
(optimistic estimate) that fjrst year to the fantabulous, gigantic, event-filled spectacle of today, when
literally thousands of visitors will swarm our
campus to view our progress and to enjoy our
festival.
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Modem PO Fails Reputation Of Past
By FRANK PEARCE
TIGER Columnist
He was crouched behind a
rather insignificant scraggly
pear cactus which grew forlornly on the crest of a small
hill. Behind him and down the
hill, stood a foam-flecked
rather insignificant horse, obviously tired and appearing
rather disgusted with the
whole deal.
He peered to the east and
saw what looked to be five
million Sioux Indians riding
hard in the direction of some
insignificant place called Little
Big Horn. They were going to
come dangerously close to the
scraggly pear cactus. He

Innertainers Come To Clumpset U - Late, Of Course
By LARRY JOE PAYNE
TIGER Columnist
Hey man, you gets any dem
peanut-butter-jelly samiches
left? Ise kinda hongry...Shuts
yo mouth...you is always
hongry ... anyways,
ain't
much further fo we's gonna be
gettin air...Well, wher is it dat
we's s'pose to be gettin...You
is ate up wit the ignorants,
ain't you...we's gonna be innertainin' ats a place dey call
Clumpset University ... You
means one 'O dem colligetype univarsities...well, ain't'
dat sempin...all long I don
been thinkin we's gonna play
fer a grammer school hop...
dem grammer school hops is
de bestest...all de screamin an
hollerin an such...she gits to
me...an here we is gonna play
fer some educated kids...ain't
dat sompin...
Hey man, what time youse
got...shut yo mouth, man...
don you knows I is de boss
an I is de one dat asks all
de questions...can't you jist
shut yo mouth an read dat
book...by de way, I didn't
know you could reads...Man,
I aints readin, Ise jist lookin
at depicthers...Bosswatkinda
dance is dis dat we's s'pose ta
be inntertainin at...well, dey
tells me it's s'pose ta be de
homecomin...youse mean dat
dis Clumpset place is somebodies home, an dey is comin
back to it an we is s-pose ta

be dare tV welcome em...is
dat what it is...Bo, did you
mammy know she was raisin
a fool...well, Ise don know...
she raise foteen of us an I
reckon she coulda overlooked
one O two...
Boss, what de time...Man,
tune up yo geetar an quits yo
worrin bout de time...but ain't
we's s'pose ta be der at some
certin time...Man, we's spacial...we's innertainers an we's
git der when we's pleasc.de
kontrak says de dance is
s'pose ta start at nines a'clock...but dese kontraks don
mean nuttin...Ise figuredatwe
maybe gets der ats da bewitchin hour O twelve...de
dance ain't over wit till one...
dat means dat we's gonna gets
der at twelve...an don it usually takes us bout foty minutes ta sets up...dat's right,
boss...dat's right...foty minutes ta sets up, dat's she bout
right...Well, by de time we's
gets sets up accordin ta my
procrastinations...what's dat
youse a sayin, boss...if youse
shuts up an lisens youse know
what it is dat Ise a sayin...
ise figure dat we's oughtagets
set up by twelve foty...den we's
turns on the macophone an
tells dem dat we's gonna takes
a fifteen minutes break...so
we's come back on de stage ats
twelve fifty-five...dat means
dat we only has to innertain fo bout five minutes....

Boss, how much is dese
people gonna have ta pay ta
sees us purform...well, dis
CDA awginization is chargin
em fo fifty a couple...boss, dat
she is a lotta coins ta see us
fo five minutes...man, don you
likes yo job...sho I do...den
youse better shuts yo mouth...
dis is de way all de innertainers operates at dis Clumpset place...we aints gonna
makes em mad by operatin
any differencely...dey only
pays fo our name anyhows...
dey don pays fo innertainin...
if dat was so, dey could gets
em selves a group fo a
hunnerd dollars or less daf
would sound jist as good...we
all sounds bout like...
Well, Ise tells you boss...if n
I was one O dem students Ise
try ta gets in free...Shut yo
mouth, geetar man...how'd
you go bout doin it...Well,
Ise gits me on some pointed
toed shoes an some black silk
pants an a red shirt an den
Ise put some black soot on my
face an go up an tells em at
de doe dat Ise is one O de innertainers... You is stoopid,
geettar man...no I isn't...sho
you is...what
time would
youse go up to da doe...nine
a'clock, dats when de dance
starts...sho youse is stoopid...
Ise know it...dey's know you
what'n no innertainer if you
showed up at nine...I know

you was stoopid, stoopid,
geetar man...
Boss is yo sho dat dis place
don mine us showin ups at
twelve...geettar man, sho I is
sho...an we is almost zakly
on schedule...one mo mile an
we is der...dey is s-pose tahave
one O dem poleese mans ta
lead us in...but I sho don see
one...stopde car,geettar man,
an ask dat student layin dare
on de side O de road wher dis
dinin hall place is...well, boss
we is here...looks at all dem
students gathered der...jistlike
youse says boss, dey is all
waitin on us...sho dey is, geettar man...dey is edjicated...
here comes one O dem over
to help us unloads...
Dats right sonny, we is de
dance band...you is lookin at
us in de flesh...we is sho good,
too...if you is lucky, you might
gets ta hear us...now, if youse
will jist git de instruments
outta de trunk fo us we'll go
in an sets up...look, boss he's
signalin fo some O his friends
ta help...hold on geettar man,
dem ain't friends come ta help
...dey is carryin ropes an
chains...dem ain't friendly
lookin faces Ise see...where
you is geettar man...Ise right
here, boss...well, you better
not be here when dey gits
hear...but boss, Ise thought
youse said dat dis is de way
dat...shut yo mouth an move
yo feet, geettar man....

LETTERS TO TOM

Tom Hears Comments On Fly Flick And Board Ban
Dear Tom,
The image of the Clemson
Gentleman was certainly enhanced by the enthusiastic student response to the film,
"Lord of the Flies." It is most
' unfortunate, therefore, that the
sizeable audience included
many in addition to those mature individuals interested in a
serious motion picture.
These other gentlemen, and
we use the term advisedly, did
their best to detract from the
enjoyment of those who came
to be enriched, not distracted.
They did, however, serve a
useful purpose. They made the
theme of "Lord of the Flies"
even more apparent. The savage does lurk within all of us.
In some it is closer to the surface than in others. In those,
this proximity is demonstrated by a vociferous boorishness.
Jeff Belknap '66
Gregg Belknap '68
Gerry Blanton '68
Bruce Chilcote '68
John Klintworth '68

Kahunas Write
Dear Tom,
It has been brought to our
attention by the Clemson University Police Department that
skate-boarding has been suddenly prohibited on campus
streets and sidewalks. We of
the
Kahuna
Competition
Skateboard Team would like
to know the reasons behind
this action.
There has only been one
minor injury to a member of
our team, while in football
there have been numerous
broken bones, sprained ankles, etc. As to the disturbances
of sidewalk-surfing, it can be
said that football games are
extremely annoying when
played under the dormitory
windows, but, to date, no
complaint has been made.
However, a few inconsiderate pranksters have placed
obstacles in our path, thrown
water out of windows at us,
shot metal U-nails at us, and

thrown oranges.
Also, no bystanders have
been threatened with injury by
an errant surfer, and it might
be added that they seem to
enjoy watching us.
We would like to know if a
certain area and time on weekends could be set aside for
skate-boarders.
In closing, we would like to
state that this is not a letter of
complaint, but one of inquiry.
We want only valid answers to
our questions.
Sincerely,
Kahuna Competition
Skateboard Team
Marc Wyllie
Brian Wyllie
Kurt Palomaki
Albert Brown
Steve Zettler
Dear Tom,
Please see what you can do
about the constant bickering
between Mr. Poulton and Mr.
Rolli. The only alternative I
could possibly suggest at this
time is that the TIGER stage a

fight between them in our dilapidated Field House, and charge
admission.
The proceeds would, of
course, be used (if Poulton
emerged victorious) to buy
"I'm a good guy — I'm a
Yankee" buttons. If the nearimpossible should happen (i. e.
Rolli should triumph) we might
consider sending all Northern
freshman to a charm school
short-course.
Respectfully,
Chuck Whitney
Class of '68
Dear Tom,
This letter is a warning to all
Clemson Army ROTC cadets—
a warning not to be sick. On
Oct. 14, 1965, I became ill as
the result of a flu shot. Thie
Student Health Service thought
it was wise for me not to drill
outside, so, I was sent to indoor
drill. When I arrived at indoor
drill, I was treated as if I was
lazy and had only come to escape work.
I was forced to clean gun
N

looked to the north and saw a
huge, monstrous, unbelievably vicious sandstorn heading directly for him. Behind
him in the distance he heard
thunder. It couldn't be but it
was...a hailstorm was on the
way. He could hear the bootsized hail as it ricocheted this
way and that over the hard
desolate ground over which
he had just come.
Suddenly above the clatter
of the hail he heard an
ominous rattle. He turned to
see a ten foot rattle snake as
it grinningly coiled about six
inches from his left foot. He
very carefully took out his six
gun, but then he remembered
that the Indians would hear
the shot. Then he remembered
that he had used all his bullets to kill the mountain lion
that had eaten his spare horse
back at the last camp.
And all this for twenty-two
fifty a month.
But he was resourceful. He
would not give up so easily.
No, he would have a go at
it, no matter what the odds.
He glanced back at his horse
and suspected he saw the word
"imbecile" lurking
in its
thoughts. "Gonna have to
trade that damn horse this
fall", he thought. Wouldn't get
much for it either, but it was
burning too much oats not to
ride any better than it did, so
what the heck.
He scrambled down the hill,
having temporarily blinded
'the rattler with a well-aimed
mouthful of Red Coonchawin'
racks for the first hour as if I
was being punished. Then I
had to "fall in" with the other
sick boys and march one-half
mile to the drill field. There we
had to stand for a full half-hour
before we were told to fold up
the chairs and go the half-mile
back to the school. By this
time, I was the sickest I had
been all day, and my education had not been broadened.
Please tell me—who gave the
officer in authority to drill me
outside when my doctor specified indoor drill? Is Clemson
an institution of learning or a
school for janitors? Why can't
educational films or lectures be
used for Army indoor drill as
in Air Force indoor drill? Is
indoor to educate or punish the
sick?
Thank you,
Johnny Chandler

terbakky. He leaped onto his
valiant steed, who remained
calm, drooping, and sraylegged. He snatched up the
reins and hurled his charger to
the west at a furious gallon.
"Go, YoungMan,go!"hesaid.
His horse was named Young
Man, you see. He would have
to ride through Hell's Canyon
in a hundred-twenty degree
heat with no water and it was
four hundred and seventeen
miles out of his way. But it
must be done at all costs.
As he rode into the distance,
the glimmering sun caught
the stenciled words on his
saddlebags...U. S. Mail. This
was many years past.

*,* *

The sun baked down on the
sprawling university campus.
It was a hot day, humid, not
much good for studying...
what day is? One building, the
roof covered with exhaust
fans, tar, and gravel, was
evidently a center of much activity. Students streamed in
and out. Inside could be heard
the clatter of dishes, scraping
of chairs, the pleasant exclamations at the discovery of a
delightful new dessert. It was
a dining hall. Underneath,
there was another room.
Students were streaming in
and out of it too. In it, separated from the main part of
the room by glass doors, there
sat a figure. He was reclining,
so to speak, in a straw-backed
swivel chair, occasionally stirring to swat any fly that might
venture onto the desk before
him. It was the lunch hour and
everybody else was gone. Just
take it easy til they get back.
He glanced
outside at the
broiling sun. Whew! Thank
the good Lord for air-conditioning.
He glanced at the shoe box
on the desk. In it were several
letters. He picked one out and
read the name on it, the name
of the university, and the town.
He slipped it back into the
box. The rest of the letters
were addressed in similar
fashion. "Well, the big boys in
Washington say no directory
service 'cept for special delivery and registered mail.
Have to send these back. We
gotta nuff to do." He shoved
the box aside and picked up a
magazine.
All this for two seventy-five
an hour.
This was yesterday, today,
and tomorrow.

If you stand around a few of these nostalgiclooking alumni long, you're sure to overhear comments like this: "Now, when I was here in the days
of the military, we used to...." ... "You mean rat
season's already over?" ... "Boy, how about that
new library!" ..."You mean those sleek-looking new
buildings are dormitories? Gee, I remember our old
barracks...." ... "I want to see that surprising Tiger
team that stopped Duke last week...." ... "You only
drill once a week now?" ... "There used to be this
sharp-looking little number I used to date over at
Winthrop before I met your Ma...." ... "Ah, Junior,
about that mid-term grade report we got last
week...."
IT'S FOR YOU!
And the old grad will also notice how much more
important Homecoming has become around
campus since he Ind his Converse cutie did the fox
trot to the music of the Jungaleers a few years,
("Could it have been that longT) ago. For Homecoming has become a major event on Clemson's
calendar, an occasion that terminates weeks of
planning, construction, rehearsing, cut classes, and
lost study for the large number of students who are
involved in presenting the Homecoming activities
which are available for the enjoyment of you, our
Homecoming guests, on this weekend.
Take Tiger ama, our student variety presentation,
for example. This is a gigantic, diverse, full-scale
production, an event which would create headaches
for the most professional showman and organizer.
Yet this spectacular is completely planned, written,
organized, coordinated, produced, and staged by
students — students who must still go to classes,
take quizzes, write term papers, read novels, and
keep their girl friends happy—who have to make
use of their spare time to put on Tigerama. And
for the past few weeks for many a harried student,
that "spare" time has been taken between twelve and
four in the morning. Stock in the No-Doz Company
always goes up considerably during this particular
season.

Obstacle Course
To be more specific, examine just one skit from
Tigerama. Backdrops must be designed, built, and
painted, a process that takes hours of work and
days of planning. Yet this scenery more likely than
not will be seen less than a full minute tonight.
Acting, pantomine, choreography, dialogue, and
props must be worked out to a near-professional
level to please the demanding crowd of college
students and alumni who will view the production.
And to top off this seemingly unconquerable list
of obstacles, the entire performance must be taperecorded to assure proper amplification. Can you
feature the technical problems of putting this twohour program of music, dialogue, and sound effects on tape? The WSBF Radio staff can—ithasn't
slept in two weeks!
Or look at the Homecoming displays—masterpieces of sculpture and motion, all out of paper
mache', chicken wire, crepe paper, improvised
second-hand motors, and brilliant Clemson imagination. The engineering profs must beam with
delight each year at these revelations of their students' practical application of mechanical principles. These displays also must be planned and
work begun on them weeks in advance.
Then there are all the other activities and projects—welcome signs, picnics, drop-ins, dances,
parties, and The Big Game. It's a lot of work
putting on a Homecoming as colossal as Clemson's
has come to be. And we as students are proud
that we can do it all ourselves.
Alumni, parents, and other guests, enjoy Homecoming 1965! We've enjoyed preparing it for you!
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By ERNIE STALL WORTH
Back in the Valley are the Clemson Tigers. Four i
5weeks on the road wears on a ball club.
"There is no place like home"—a trite expression!
jhas been impressed on a young Tiger team and all j
\those traveling with them.
Johnny Boyette talked to this writer last week about j
Sthe problems of a club on the road. "The big dist advantage to me is the change in routine. Having j
clto think about doing insignificant things in new surolroundings and the traveling itself takes my mind off j
tthe game.
B- "You see, we have to follow a schedule. We have j
[>to be here at a certain time to board a bus, we have J
frto be here to eat on time.
[> "Sometimes there is just too much going on to think j
tabout the game. We ride in abus, switch to a plane,
frback to a bus, have to get settled in a room, work-out, eat—always in a rush.
> "Now take Virginia. Quite a few of the guys gotj
osick, none of us felt very good after the plane ride j
&up there. Then at Georgia we were busy the morn-;
&ing of the game because we rode down there on j
cbuses.
[> Boyette had a definite idea of what he would like
[> a game morning to be like. " The morning of a game,
& after we have the pre-game meal, I like to go back to
othe room and he down and think about the game. J
£>This is an important time. There must be some al- j
c=loted for thinking of what you must do that ai- J
frternoon, and to prepare yourself for the game.
& "All during the week we watch films. I usually
D=spend about five hours watching the opponents. By
&the end of the week the films have helped you all
Sthey are going to. Then it is up to the individual to ]
Djprepare himself mentally."
Bj After the teams get to the stadium. Johnny doesn't \
&feel that there is much of an advantage for either
D-side. "I would have to say that there is a slight!
tphyschological advantage in favor of the home team. ;
|> There is not a great deal of difference in playing !
pfields, although I believe that we have one of the
gbest. As far as stadiums go, Clemson has one of the
g finest around.
D "Now the cheering doesn't effect you too much
fwhen you get on the field, mainly because the fans i
3 don't cheer anywhere like they do at Clemson. At j
gj Death Valley I think that the students are a definite 1
^advantage to us."
§ "Mac" McElmurray added this about Duke. "You j
gjknow I was really expecting something great up at j
S Duke. Then we went in the stadium and it wasn't j
g close to being filled, and the students didn't support j
j§ their team like Clemson does. I had always heard;
3 about how great Duke was—I wasn't impressed."j
§ The situation is always better elsewhere than it is;
sjhere at Clemson. All over the campus people can be |
S heard saying that this school does this and that and i
!§ Clemson doesn't compare.
8 If, however, you were to travel to these other sup- \
pjposedly fine places you would find that all is notj
§ what it is supposed to be.
S At other schools students leave the stadium before j
S the game is over. At other schools the stadium did j
£>j not rock to the sound of the cheering section. At j
S other schools there is a party atmosphere at the j
S game, and the students do not seem to care about ■
BJ their team. At other schools the visiting team's fa-!
S cilities are inferior.
g Clemson treats other schools like they, themselves,
£>J would like to be treated. Everything is major league
3j about the Clemson operation-if you don't think so,
a go.to those greener pastures and see for vourself.
§
TIGER TIDBITS
a Five Clemson players now have 20 or more tackles
Bthrough the first five games. In the grading system
Mused by Coach Bob Smith only the man making the
a initial tackle is given credit. Occasionally, two playjoers will divide a tackle.
a Linebacker Bill Hecht has a slight lead over Wayne
a Page, 25% to 25. Third in line is Kit Jackson with
§24, linebacker Joe Waldrep has 22 tackles, and
arounding out the top five is tackle Mac McElmurray
jflwith 20. Page and Jackson are both defensive backs.
Leading tacklers in the Duke game last Saturday
were linebacker Joe Waldrep with 7, Wayne Page
with 64, and Phil Marion and Ricky Johnson with
5% each. Several players were credited with three or
four tackles in the terrific defensive battle put up by
the Tigers in the 3 to 2 triumph over the Blue
Devils.
Speaking of tackles, middle guard Tompkins for
the Cubs made 15 individuals in the frosh game with
Georgia last Friday. Coach Baker complimented
pJ Tompkins for an outstanding effort as he refused tc
a be blocked all afternoon.
a Clemson has not won its first three conference
I games since 1959 when North Carolina, Virginia,
BN. C. State, South Carolina, and Duke gave the
gj Tigers a commanding 5-0 mark before Maryland
aturned the trick, 28-25. Clemson ended that season
=>jwith an 8-2 mark and then defeated Texas Christian
a 23-7 in the initial Bluebonnet Bowl.
ac Pee Wee Greenfield, Clemson track coach, will be
a renewing an old friendship when TCU arrives here
§ Friday. Elmer Brown, the Horned Frogs trainer,
3was a teammate of the Pee Wee's at North Texas
g State back in the '30's.
SJ Pee Wee told the TIGER, "Elmer and his brother,
SDelmar (now a track coach at East Texas State),
> along with two other boys won the 440, 880, and
smile relays in 1937 at the Penn Relays. The Relays
jjwere then and still are one of the top ranked meets.
13 Those boys could sure run back when we were in
$school together."
So Long, Bessie.
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Clemson Prepares To De-Horn Frogs
TCU Rough, But Welcome
After Long Road Journey
By SAMMY CARROS
TIGER Sports Writer
The Clemson Tigers, fresh
from a 3-2 squeaker over the
previously undefeated Duke
Blue Devils, return home after
a month on the road to battle
the Horned Frogs of Texas
Christian University of the
Southwest Conference tomorrow in the Tiger's 1965 Homecoming.
This will be only the third
meeting
between
the two
schools.
The
Tigers and
Horned Frogs first met in 1959
in the initial Bluebonnet Bowl,
and Clemson came from behind
to take a 23-7 victory.
The two team's second meeting occurred last year as the
Horned Frogs avenged their
loss in a 14-10 squeaker.
Pre-season polls had the
Southwest Conference visitor's
pegged to a second division finish. Thus far this season the
Horned Frogs have compiled
a 2-3 record. They lost to Nebraska, Arkansas, and Texas
Tech, while beating Florida
State and Texas A&M.
Coach Abe Martin has nineteen returning lettermen from
last year's 4-6 squad. Sophomores will be depended upon
to fill the holes and to carry a
large brunt of the attack. Of
the top forty-five players, twenty-three are sophs.
The Horned Frogs run a
"dual" offense with both a "P
side and a power side in the
same formation. Heading this
offense is Kent Nix, a 6-2, 185
pound senior, who has one of
the finest arms to hit the Frogs'
campus. Xix has been plagued
with leg injuries throughout his
playing days; howe%*er, he appears to be well now.
In the Texas Tech game last
season he hit 19 of 38 passes
for 236 yards and one TD. For
the year he completed 51 of 117
tosses for 624 yards.
P. D. Shabay, 6-2,206 pound
soph, is expected to relieve Nix
at quarterback. Last season he
won unanimous all-conference
frosh honors. He completed 36
passes of 65 attempts for 461
yards and 6 TD's.

flat man on the 100 yarddash,
is a fine receiver and blocker.
McKissick played defense mostly with the frosh; however, he
showed fine receiving and running ability in the spring game.
Fullback position has no real
experience with Ernest Bayer,
the only letterman returning.
He has played the number two
spot for the past two years.
Coming up to back Bayer is
Ken Post, leading ground gainer for the frosh last year with
290 yards in 66 carries. He
lacks breakaway speed, however.

FB Kenny Post

On the line for the Frogs is
tight end Charles Campbell. He
is rated as one of the best receivers in the Southwest. Last
season he pulled in 35 passes
for 502 yards including 9
catches for 130 yards against
Texas Tech.
At power end is Joe Ball, one
of the team captains. Martin
calls him the finest all-around
player on the squad. Relieving Ball will be Joe Sherrell.
The tackles appear to be Bobby Barker and AdonSitra, both
200 pounders.
Russell Stout
and Butch Gilliam will be the
guards and Jim Nayfa, 6-3,
231 pounds at the center spot.
On defense the Frogs employ
a six man line mostly with two
linebackers and three deep men.
Five defensive regulars return—right tackle Ron Xixon,
left end Doyle Johnson, right
half John Richards, left half
Dan Jones, and safety Frank
Horak.
This defensive secondaryseems to be the Frogs strong
point. Last season Horak intercepted three and returned one
for 45 yards. Jones stole three
passes and Richards picked two
out of the air.
The remainder of the Frogs'
defense wll be right end LarryPerry, right guard Porter Williams, left guard Gary Cooper,
and left tackle Charles Herrington. The two linebackers will be
Rocky Goodman and BobbyNelson.

The Horned Frogs' halfbacks are David Smith, 6-0,
198
pounds,
and
Steve
Landon, 6-1, 192. Smith was
used mostly as a wingbacklast
year and caught 8 passes for
95 yards.
Landon, a soph,
gained 112 yards on 17 stabs
in the spring game this year.
Ron Newman and Cubby
Hudler will also see action.
Gene Uptegraph and Charles
McKissick appear to be the top
wingbacks. Uptegraph, a 10

HB Steve Landon

TCU's
Explosive
Sophomore
Backfield

QB Art Shabay

"Dual" Offense, Veteran Defense
Face Hungry Tigers In The Valley
By JERRY BARON
TIGER Sports Writer
"It'll be practically the same line defensively for T.
C. U. this year as they had last year. Only one linebacker and the left guard will be different, "said Coach
Don Wade who scouted the T. C. U. defense last week
at the T. C. U. - Texas A&M game.
"They're not what you would
call big, being between 200 and
215 pounds. They are, however, rangy, good size, and
really mobile.
"Most of the time the Frogs
employ a six-man line with two
linebackers really close in—so
much so that it looks like an
eight'man line. When they go
into this eight-man front, it
makes it hard to double-team
on a block.
"They use a three man secondary to back up the eight-man
line, but other than the time they
are lining up in an eight-man

line, their defensive arrangements are pretty standard.
"One of the new men that we
will be seeing this year is probably their best lineman. Sophomore E. A. Cresham plays
the left linebacking slot and is
6'-4" and weighs 215. He has
outstanding moves, knows howto sense a play out, and is always after somebody.
"The only two sophomores
in the line will be Gresham
and left tackle, Danny Cross. In
addition there will be two seniors, and four juniors along the
front. None of these boys are
really big, but they are aggressive and they aren't prone to
give up much yrardage per play.
"In Frank Horak T. C. U.
has a versatile safety man. He's
their 'centerfielder' and also returns the punts and kickoffs.
"Their entire secondary is excellent
They defend well
against a pass or a run, are

sure tacklers, are deep in experience, and posses good
'football sense'.
"T. C. U. has played five
tough games already and they
aren't easily pushed around.
They have beaten teams who
have beaten us, notably Texas
A&M who beat Georgia Tech
and Florida State who beat
Georgia.
■ We will have our hands full
this Saturday just like we have
the past five."
"T. C. U. has a very good offensive system," commented
Coach Banks McFadden after
seeing the Horned Frogs beat
Texas A&M last Saturday.
"They call it a dual offense
and it was used for the first
time last year. The offense has
both a "T" side and a power
side in the same formation, and
they have both power and quick
(Continued on page 5)

"All Good Players Are Hard-Nosed" -- Abe Martin
By ERNIE STALLWORTH
TIGER Sports Editor
"There's no such thing as hard-nosed," said Abe
Martin, head coach of Texas Christian University.
"Hard-nosed is just a word that people have coined
to talk about a hard-hitting football team. If a boy
is a defensive football player, then he is a boy who
loves to hit All good football players are hardnosed."
Coach Martin's Horned Frogs have played two of
the nation's top teams. "Both Nebraska and Arkansas were mighty fine teams, but I would have to vote
for Arkansas by a slim margin." Comparison
scores on the two teams would seem to bear out
Coach Martin. Nebraska beat TCU 34-14, while
Arkansas whipped the Frogs 28-0.
"Nebraska and Arkansas are no differentfrom the
other teams that we play as far as hitting is concerned. They just do things well; their execution,
particularly on some pass plays, is excellent.
"Then, too, they have certain players who are hard
to stop. Their quickness and speed on the flanks
helps them to a great extent. But the main thing they
have is certain runners and passers and receivers
that are most difficult to defend against"
These two top teams have drawn raves on their de-,
fensive play, but Coach Martin feels..."the offensive
teams are, I believe, better than the defensive teams.
Those certain gifted players make the difference."
The game tomorrow between Clemson and Texas
Christian could be classified as the "rubber game "between the two schools...at least for a while. The two
schools are presently tied at 1-1.
Howard's victory came in the Bluebonnet Bowl in
1959, 23-7; Martin's came last year at Fort Worth,
14-10.
At their meeting near midfield after the game last
year, coaches Martin and Howard both agreed
that the game at Clemson in 1965 would determine
the "champ" between the two. Howard said, "When

you come over to ole 'Death Valley' I'll get you."
To which Martin replied, "Naw, Frank, I'm gonna
get you."
Recalling that conversation this week Howard
said, "Looks like somebody is gonna get got come
Saturday."
When informed Wednesday what Howard had
said about getting him, Martin replied, "Howard
says a lot of things. I think he's trying to use a
little pyschology on me.
"Last year, I think we were pretty even and I
believe that will be the case again this time. I know
that Clemson has improved and I hope that we have.
"All I know to expect is a good football team-from
Clemson. There's no indication that Frank doesn't
have a fine team. °
This will be the first time in history that a Southwest Conference team has played at Clemson. The
Tigers have met both Rice and TCU, but all games
have been played in Texas.
As last week end when the careers of Howard and
Coach Bill Murray of Duke were similar, so are
Martin's and Howard's.

Person To Person

Both played their undergraduate football the same
years—1928-29-30. Each coach was on a conference
championship team in 1930. Howard came to Clemson in '31 and Martin joined the TCU staff as an
assistant line coach while completing work on his
degree the same year. For the next 14 years Martin
was in high school coaching, returning to his alma
mater in 1945 as offensive coach under Dutch
Meyer. In 1953 when Meyer retired, Martin took
over—like Howard—as athletic director and head
football coach.
Martin is president of the American Football
Coaches Association this year and is noted for his
soundness and simplicity.
It would be little trouble to get a good homespun
session going between Howard and Martin. It'd be
a great show and definitely have a better rating than
some of the present TV shows.
The Horned Frogs are scheduled to arrive at the
Greenville-Spartanburg Airport at 3:30 p.m., Friday
and set up headquarters at the Jack Tar Poinsett.
They plan a Friday workout at Sirrine Stadium in
Greenville.
Coach Martin was pleased with the development
so far of his prize sophomore backfield. "Yes, we
have some fine sophomore players. Like all young
boys, they make mistakes; but I feel that they are
good football players now, and will get better."
The long trip from Texas won't affect his players
to any great extent, feels Coach Martin. "In this
day and time, the trials of the visiting team are not
what they used to be. I think we'll be ready. We have
no injuries, other than the usual bruises.
"There is an advantage in playing before the home
crowd. Both of our victories have been at home; but
I think that has been more a case of rough opposition than the fact that we were on the road.
"You know how boys are, the younger they are—
the more they like to travel. I think that traveling is
part of a player's education, just like playing time
is. We're looking forward to visiting ole Frank down
in his'Death Valley'."
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Tigers In NCAA Summer Leagues Barbary, Parmar Play In Valley League

Bill Parmar Fires ...

By JERRY BARON
TIGER Sports Writer
The Tiger's roar was heard
in the ballparks of the Valley
League in Virginia and the
Basin League in South Dakota
this past summer as members
of the Clemson baseball team
participated in summer league
play.
These leagues are under the
NCAA summer baseball program.
Usually the teams have to
make ends meet with the receipts from attendance. The
boys work at jobs and receive
no money for their playing.
Some leagues, such as the Basin
League are subsidized by the
major leagues.
The three Tigers who played
ball all summer were Bill Parmar, Rusty Adkins, and Eddie
Barbary. At one time, though,
there were five Tiger pitchers
in the Valley League.
Sophomores Lodgeh and
Waldrep pitched in the Valley
League in the early part of the
season, as did junior Bob
Lowell. Watson pitched until the
start of summer school, while
Parmar played in the league
all summer.
Coach Bill Wilhelm has some
firm beliefs about the value of
the summer baseball program.
"I am and always have been of
the opinion that summer league
play is necessary to the development of any college player.
"We make an effort to place
all the boys we can on teams.
Of course we only make recom-

mendations, the final decisions
are up to the managers of the
respective teams.
"This season's schedule will
be the toughest that a Clemson
team has ever played. We won't
know how much the summer
league play will help our players until we are into the season.
We certainly hope that this added experience will help us next
spring."
The majority of the baseball
team comes from the Clemson
student body. Generally boys
who have had high school experience, and usually legion
playing time, form the nucleus
of the Tiger team. These boys
come out on their own, and
practice both fall and spring
to sharpen their skills.
Coach Wilhelm reveals..."Actually, we only recruit pitchers.
Only in a rare case do we offer
a scholarship to a player out
of high school other than a
pitcher. Often times players that
have come out of the student
body will earn either a parttime scholarship or a full-time
one.
"In years past the Clemson
student body has never let us
down. We have been fortunate
enough to have a team that
will well represent Clemson
nearly every year.
"Naturally we hope that these,
boys who come to us as freshman will develop into good college players. Summer league
play has a big role in continuing the improvement that we
hope we have started."

"Playing third this summer
got me once again used to infield play," stated Rusty Adkins.

game. The game itself lasted until 2:00 a.m. It was 6:00 a.m.
when I got back to Pierre. Then
I slept the next day 'til 4:00
p.m. as I had to be on the field
at 5:30.

By JERRY BAROX
TIGER Sports Writer
Long rides to small towns
and back again to home territory were part of the lives of
three Clemson baseball players
this summer.
Bill Parmar, Eddie Barbary,
and Rusty Adkins spent their
entire summer playing in
NCAA
summer baseball
leagues.
Junior Bill Parmar was a
pitcher for Newmarket in the
Valley League in Virginia. "It
was not the first summer that
I have spent playing in a
league. Last summer, at home
in Tenafly, N. J. I played some
semi-pro ball.
"The quality of the games
played and the boys playing
them was really high. The
competition was quite keen.
"My team was one of the best
I've ever played on. We finished
first in the league with a 29-13
record. However, we lost the
'Series' at the end of the season."
Parmar's record was 5-4. He
pitched 74 2/3 innings accumulating 65 strike-outs, 46
walks, and a ERA of 3.98.
Over 90 per cent of the players in the Valley League were
from some college. Most of them
were from Southern schools, al-

though some came from as far
away as Arizona. The ACCwas
well represented with players
from nearly every school. At
one time Clemson had five boys
playing with the Harrisonburg
club.
Parmar explained how his
experience should help him as
a pitcher..." In addition to being
good practice, playing in these
leagues builds up your confidence. Instead of pitching to
three or four good hitters, which
is about normal for a college
team, I had to pitch to eight
real good batters. Most of the
boys were third or fourth place
hitters on their college team. I
feel like I pitched against the
cream of the crop.
"I certainly learned to keep
the ball low, those guys would
really ride it out if you didn't.
I feel that I'll have more con-'
fidence and will be a more
competent pitcher in the coming season.
I certainly liked the Shenandoah Valley and enjoyed the
summer. Next year, I might go
to the Basin League in South
Dakota, if I get the chance. But
I'd be just as happy to return
to the Valley League."
Barbary With Harrisonburg
Among some of the other
teams in the Valley League

CLUB &
CAMPUS Adkins Out West
FASHIONS
By CHIP TOLBERT, ESQUIRFS Fashion Editor
INDIAN SUMMER begins to fade, and autumn arrives in a blase
of color. Chances are, those chilly afternoons will find you rummaging through last year's sweater collection, hoping the moth
balls did their work. Let's bring your Fall '65 sweater wardrobe
up to date with the two new knitwear trends for campus.
THE COMPETITION STRIPE, adapted from
the stripes that identify team players in com«
petitive sports, contributes a refreshing, colorful look in campus fashion. The placement of
the stripes is all-important—and the choice is
almost limitless. They can be chest-high horizontals clear across the body and sleeve, or
broad verticals down one side. Double and triple
sets of narrow stripes circle the sleeve, or stripe
its length from shoulder to cuff.
CONTRAST IS THE THING...andthebolder,
the better. Look for red-hot combinations like
red with black and gold stripes; or blue with
red and white; in brown with green and gold,
or black with red and white. Anything goes' for
the sweater beneath the stripe. Pullovers or
cardigans, crew-necks, V-necks and turtlenecks,
all compete for the Competition Stripe. They'll
be found In flat and bulky knits, mohairs anS
ribbed or cable knits, as well.

An outfielder last season as
a sophomore, Adkins figures to
switch to second base in Coach
Wilhelm's all-ACC infield. Lawton Cowart at third and Jackie
McCall at short, in addition to
Adkins, made first team AllACC. Ellis Dantzler at first, although hitting .310, placed on
the second team behind Danny
Talbot of North Carolina.
Adkins, the Tiger's leading
hitter last season with a .444
average, was a long way from
his Fort Mill home since he was
playing for Pierre, South Dakota in the Basin League.
"Not all my traveling was
done coming out to Pierre from
Fort Mill. The closest trip was
90 miles and the fartherest was
230. All the games were at night
and the time was always out of
line.
"Once I had to go to Rapid
City which was 190 miles away.
I didn't get back to Pierre until
4:00 a.m. I got some sleep
and left at noon for Sioux Falls
where I played a 24 inning

"I guess you can believe that
it was some experience. I saw a
lot of the country out there."
Adkins, in agreeing with the
other Clemson players, thought
that the quality of the baseball
was high. "This was the best
league that I've ever played in>
It's just about the best any boy
in college would play.
"Every night you face a good
pitcher. The pitcher has to
face eight good batters. You
can see what hard work it is
getting into the league. If you
didn't make the team, you came
home."
Adkins made the grade and
played all summer. After a season that was sensational to say
the least, Rusty compiled a. 323
batting average—good enough
for second place in the league.
"I hope that I can return to
the Basin League next summer. I have already been drafted by Houston, although I
haven't signed. They (the
Astros) might want me to play
in some other league."

By Jerry Baron
SCOTS in canny plaids present as*
other top choice in campus sweaters. They
include the whole panorama of plaids...tradi*
tional tartan or clan' plaids, smart argyle dia«
monds with criss-cross overmarkings,and novel
diamond patterns that extend the argyle In new
directions.

TIGER Sports Writer

THE GAMUT OF GOLD spans every imaginable shade In knitted
or woven sport shirts. From light and bright to tawny tones,
touched with orange, and on to camel colors, the impact of The
Golden Touch will be apparent throughout your casualwear wardrobe. Mellow golden tones add fresh sparkle in interwoven accents
to enrich the popular plaids and strong stripes in shirts, sweaters,
vests,.. even in robes and pajamas. It blends perfectly with other
colors to create unusual heathers and mixtures shot with gold, and
also provides a vivid accent with solid shades. In The Golden Touch,
fashion has discovered a real gold-mine with virtually unlimited
appeal on the nation's campuses.
FOR A PARTING SHOT, a word about hosiery. In the sports
category, you'll find a wide variety of textured knits, often in
heather shades. Brushed textures and rib treatments continue as
campus favorites. For more formal occasions, look for the practical
and fashionable over the calf sock. It's a sure way to keep those
"hairy legs" out cf the picture.
NEXT MONTH, while those nippy afternoons are getting nippiei
we'll survey the outwear scene. Stadium coats, Bike coats, skiwear,
knickers and rainwear will all come under the fashion eye. See
you then,
_^l||y£ ESQTO1E. Inc.

well together and it hurt us.
Then, too, we were weak up
the middle."
Eddie has had a pro offer
from the New York Mets. He
has not yet made up his mind,
and hasn't yet decided whether
he wants to continue his education or become a pro. "If I sign
with the Mets, it will be up to
them what I do next summer.
If not, I would like to try my
hand at the Basin League. You
just can't appreciate how much
playing in a league such as the
Valley or the Basin means in
building up your confidence."

Follow The Band
The theme is "Follow the
Band" for Homecoming weekend as it was for N. C. State
game and Rat Hop.
The band will leave for the
stadium shortly after 1:00 p.
m. on Saturday. All students
are requested to appear at the
stadium at that time and form'
in 2 lines from the fieldhouse
door down to the entrance to
'Death Valley".
The Central Spirit Committee has requested all students
to refrain from entering the
stadium until the football team
has
entered
the
stadium
through the double column.

On Campus

Mth

>fexShuIman

(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!",
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)

TWELVE IS A MANY-SPLENDORED THING

To Eddie Barbary
if she doesn't give it to you...
—get it yourself!

JADE EA5t

Today I begin my twelfth year of writing this column in
your campus newspaper.
These dozen years have passed like a dozen minutes. In
fact, I would not believe so much time has gone by except
that I have my wife nearby as a handy reference. When I
started this column, she was a mere slip of a girl—supple as
a willow bough and fair as the morn. Today she is gnarled,
lumpy, and given to biting the postman. Still, I count myself lucky. Most of my friends who were married at the same
time have wives who chase cars all day. I myself have never
had this trouble, and I attribute my good fortune to the
fact that I have never struck my wife with my hand. I have
always used a folded newspaper, even during the prolonged
newspaper strike of 1961 in New York. During this journalless period I had the airmail edition of the Manchester Guardian flown in daily from England. I must admit, however,
that it was not entirely satisfactory. The airmail edition of
the Guardian is printed on paper so light and flimsy that it
makes very little impression when one smacks one's wife.
Mine, in fact, thought it was some kind of game and tore
several pairs of my trousers.
But I digress. For twelve years, I say, I have been writing this column. That is a fact, and here is another: I shave
every morning with Personna Stainless Steel Blades. I bring
up Personna Stainless Steel Blades because this column is
sponsored by the makers of Personna and they are inclined
to brood if I omit to mention their products.

"... only fleeting
enthusiasm among
the coaches."

THE LOOK OF LUXURY is underscored in a
broad range of flattering texture and surface variations. Look for classic Shetlands In
brushed textures, mohairs, and fiber blends of
all kinds. Styling details again are wide open to
satisfy individual tastes. Still, high crew necks
and turtlenecks, both the turnover type and the
"mock" turtle, will cop top honors.
THE GOLDEN TOUCH in lustrous gold crossweaves frequently
appears in background or in accent tones. Traditional heather
mixtures and natural tans and browns offer a smart, conservative
appearance. The more intense colors—greens, reds, and blues—are
often frosted with white for a new and unusual look. But bold or
blended, muted or bright, Great Scots are definite campus swingers
for '65.

are Staunton, Luray, Craigsville, Waynesboro, and Harrisonburg.
Eddie Barbary played with
Harrisonburg, after being with
Staunton the previous summer.
In his second year in the league
he was again impressed with
the caliber of play.
"The competition is very
challenging as many of the
boys who were not in college
had already graduated. They
were bigger, stronger, and better than college boys—mainly
because of their experience."
Barbary, a junior from Simpsonville, last year handled almost all of the catching chores
for the Tigers. With the tremendous amount of preparation that goes into making a
good catcher, it is unusual for
a sophomore to hold down the
number one post.
"I managed to make a .286
batting average against pitching which was better than
average for college ball. One of
my main reasons for playing
this summerwasto improve my
hitting. I'll have more confidence in my over-all play as a
result.
"I also got much valuable experience behind the plate. In
the ACC, I'll be playing against
a lot of the guys I played with
and against this summer. I
should be able to call my pitches
better and with more confidence. "
Last year in playing nearly
all of Clemson's schedule behind the plate, Barbary made
only two errors all season. Both
of these, oddly enough, came in
the same game.
Questioned about his team's
finish,
Barbary reluctandy
added..."My team had some
really fine boys, but we were not
very successful. We didn't play

HIGGINS and
"DACRON"
Campus scene!
HIGGINS slacks of 55%
Dacron* polyester, 45% worsted wool (as shown) make
a winning combination on
any campus! Great Higgins
styling, plus the built-in
neatness of "Dacron".
Other top favorites a re made
of 70% Orion* acrylic, 30%
worsted wool, as well as
special blends of "Dacron"
and "Orion". Tailored in
traditional Yale and Trim
Fit plain front models. At
your favorite stores everywhere.
•du Pont Reg. T.M.

HIGGtlCs
J4kcJ&*

Not, let me hasten to state, that it is any chore for me to
sing the praises of Personna—as you will agree once you try
this sharpest, smoothest-shaving, longest-lasting blade ever
devised by the makers of Personna Blades—now available
both in Double Edge and Injector style. Personna, always
the most rewarding of blades, today offers even an extra reward—a chance to grab yourself a fistful of $100 bills from
a $100,000 bowl! The Personna Stainless Steel Sweepstakes
is off and running, and you're all eligible to enter. Visit your
friendly Personna dealer soon to pick up an entry blank
(void where prohibited by law).
And, by the way, while you're at your friendly Personna
dealers, why don't you ask for a can of Burma Shave? It
comes in Regular or Menthol; it soaks rings around any
other lather, and it's made by the makers of Personna.
But I digress. For twelve years, I say, this column has
been discussing, forthrightly and fearlessly, such burning
campus questions as "Should students be allowed to attend
first-hour classes in pajamas?" and "Should deans be retired at age 25?" and "Should foreign exchange students be
held for ransom?".
Today, continuing the tradition, we take up the thorniest
academic problem of all: the high cost of tuition. Let me
tell you how one student, Lintel Sigafoos by name, solved
this problem.
Lintel, while still a boy in Straitened Circumstances,
Idaho, had his heart set on college, but, alas, he couldn't
afford the tuition. He applied for a Regents Scholarship
but, alas, his reading speed was not very rapid—only two
words an hour—and before he finished even the first page
of his exam, the Regents had closed their briefcases crossly
and gone home. Lintel then applied for an athletic scholarship, but he had, alas, only a single athletic skill—balancing
an ice cream cone on his chin—and this, alas, aroused only
fleeting enthusiasm among the coaches.
And then he found the answer: he would get a student
loan! Of course, he would have to pay it back after graduation, but clever Lintel solved that, too: he kept changing
his major, never accumulating enough credits to graduate
until he was 65 years old. Then he repaid the loan out of his
Social Security.
Where there's a will, there's a way.
# * *

© 1965. Mai Shulman

The makers of Personna* Stainless Steel Blades and Burma
Shave'1 are happy to bring you another season of Max Shulman's uncensored, uninhibited, and unpredictable column.
■ We think you'll be happy, too, when you try our products.-
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What Goes On Behind The Scenes In A Football Week?
The Scouting Reports Come FirstThen Bill McLellan Takes Charge

Flash Card: Key To Scouting

What goes on in a football week?
It all starts with the scouts.
Scouting Coach and business manager Bill McClellan has a big job on his hands throughout the
football season. He, as assistant business manager,
is responsible not only for his work in the office,
but also the vital scouting reports.
Each week the Tigers send two Scouts to observe
the team we play the following week. In this way,
the Tigers can see how the opponents look on the
field (by the use of films) and learn the written reports from the scouts.
But it is not quite this simple—Before the players
see the films and get instructions from their coaches,
many hours are put into the editing of the film and
the cataloging of the plays.
An important part in the cataloging is the use of
FLASH CARDS. A flash card is simply a note card
with an opponent's play pattern on it. The flash
cards are taken on the practice field and the players huddle around the coach as each pattern is explained to the offense and defense.
Only after all of this work has been completed, do
the players start the studies on their opponents for
the coming game.
The players then watch the films the scouts have
recorded and are individually instructed about different play patterns and specific men. Theythenwork

Defense Brace For No. 1
Head Offensive Coach Charlie Waller said that the offense
of the team couldn't do without
the efforts of the third team defense giving a simulated opponents' defense each week.
"It depends a great deal on
Saturday how we show during
a game relative to how the third
team defense executes the defensive play patterns of our opponents," remarked Coach
Waller, "and they (the third
team) help many times to build
up the morale of the players."
Coach Waller also praised
some specific men on the team—
two of these being Jim Abrahms
and Frank Cox.
In an informal talk about
football in general, Cox had
this to say—"Each week we run
the defense of our opponents.
'I think that we play hoping that
'we will get to play on Saturday. I enjoy and take pride in
being on the team. I learn a
lot about football...reading
blocks and keys, etc....but the
main thing is the satisfaction of
knowing you are helping the
team and they depend on you.
I think that football is just
'in your blood'."
Here are some thumbnail
sketches of Clemson's third defensive unit. The TIGER regrets that all players' thumbnails are not available.

12 passes for 61 yards...played in North-South game at Columbia...named
to all-conference team...selected as best
all round and most valuable
back at Travelers Rest High
School...earned
four letters
each in football, baseball and
basketball and two in track
in prep days...cousin of Rudy
Hayes who played fullback
for Clemson from 1956-58...
father is in textiles...majoring
in agricultural education.
(55)—JOHN LEE (JOHN)
CLINE — Sophomore — 6-0—
211-3-14-45-Valdese, N. C.
...brother of Doug Cline who
played for Clemson in 195758-59 and of Bill Cline East
Carolina sensation last season...was on third unit following spring drills...was voted
most valuable and also most
outstanding sophomore at Yaldese High School...played in
Lions Bowl in 1962...earned
nine letters in football, baseball and track...father is in
textile
work
majoring in
chemical engineering.

(Continued from page 3)
hitting plays off both formations.
"Their favorite plays will be
run off a wing right or left, occasionally with a split and split
-DANIEL KNOX (DAN) away from the wing. From this
GODFREY — Sophomore — line-up, they will sweep to the
5-10 — 215 —9-3^15—Charles- wing or run off-tackle plays to
ton Heights, S. C....was a tackle the side of the wing. They will
with 1963 freshmen, but was also run a straight power play
held out last season...current- off the wing. The wing is used 90
ly running behind Boyette and per cent of the time for running
Trexler at offensive left tackle... plays.
"As long as they have conplayed football and baseball at
Gordon H. Garrett High School trol of the game, they will run
and lettered three times in each two thirds of the time and pass
sport...was named most val- the other third. When closed,
uable in football his junior the formation will be used for
year...majoring in industrial running, but when they open
up, it will be for the purpose of
management.
passing.
"When they pass, they go into
(81) — THOMAS EDWARD
(TOM) BULWITH — Sopho- a counter right or left line-up.
more - 6-3 - 215 — 9-14-46- That is, the right halfback lines
Bayonne, N. J....one of four up ten feet past the right end
true sophomores vieing for while the left end is split.
"One boy we'll have to be
defensive end spots...was member of elite end corps on frosh especially careful of is Sonnyteam last fall...named to New Campbell. He's their split end
York News Hudson all-stars, and favorite pass receiver.
World Telegram and Sun all- They look for him anywhere on
metropolitan team as well as the field. He caught three of their
Jersey Journal, Fifth Quarter- seven pass completions on us
I believe that he
back Club and Hudson Dis- last year.
caught
35
passes
altogether last
patch post-season teams...participated in baseball, football year.
"While the Frogs have a senand track at Bayonne High
School...majoring in industrial ior quarterback named Kent
Nix, I look for this sophomore
management.
P. D. Shabay to start against
(62) - FRAXK HENDER- us. He has been pretty successSON (BLXKY) TURPIX, III ful this year.
"Also in the backfield with
— Sophomore — 6-2 — 202 —
him
are two^other sophomores,
4-4-46 — Americus, Ga....up
Steve Landon and Kenny Post.
from last year's freshman
All three of these sophomores
team where he was alternate
are good sized boys and they
right tackle...shifted to linerun with pretty good authority,
backer in spring practice...running behind Hecht and McClure especially Landon.
"Their line is very experafter intra-squad game...earned
10 letters in football, basket- ienced although not too big.
ball and track at Americus They average between 210 and
High School...was named to the 215 except for their center who
all-state team...voted team's is a husky 6'-3", 230.
"One place we'll gain on them
best blocker...father is an auto
dealer...majoring in arts and is in the punting department.
Gibbs, their punter, is only an
sciences.
average punter. He likes to
(10)—ROGER DALE (ROG- kick high and averages 35 to
ER) HAYES - Sophomore — 38 yards. Barfield can punt
6-1 — 189-1-21-45-Travelers farther and we should benefit
Rest, S. C....came to Clemson in gaining better field position.
"I would say that T. C. U.
as quarterback and was starting signal caller first part of last has a strong offensive team. It
season with Cubs until injury is versatile and also a well
slowed him...completed five of drilled squad.""

(16) - GARY CURTIS
(FLIP) PHILLIPS —Sophomore - 6-0 - 190 - 7-21-46
—Hartwell, Ga....came to Clemson as quarterback, the position he played with 1963
freshmen...did not see any
game action last fall...quarterbacked scouting teams...placed
on defensive unit at start of '65
drills...on third unit...earned 13
letters playing all four major
sports at Hart County High
School...was on AA state
championship team in 1962...
made Georgia State honor
roll...father is a carpenter...
majoring in industrial management.
(49) — JAMES CALVIN
(CALYIX) RIVERS—Junior6-1 —190—7-12-45 —Chesterfield, S. C....had to sit out last
season after transferring from
Furman...placed on alternate
unit following spring drills...
played in Columbia's NorthSouth game and in Shrine Bowl
in Charlotte...was named most
athletic senior year at Chesterfield High School...also voted
outstanding back his senior
year...father is a farmer and he
served on 1964 Clemson Board
of Visitors...majoring in agricultural economics.

out the best defenses and offenses that would work
best against the opponents.
The third and fourth unit teams play a vital part
in practice each week. Head Coach Frank Howard
made the statement, "WE can't prepare without them.
If they don't do a good job during practice, we
don't look good on Saturday."
Coach Howard continued by saying, "Wecouldn't
do without them. Many of them don't see game action
or get any recognition or trips, but they are indisposable to the team."
Each week the third team defense imitates the defense of the team we play on Saturday. By doing
this, the first team offense will have the chance to
run against the simulated opponent. How well the
third team defense imitates, determines how well
our offense will be able to adjust to the plays on
Saturday.
The third and fourth team offense imitates the offense of our opponents. The first team defense then
adjusts to the new offensive patterns set by the simulated opponents' offense.
Working with both the simulated offense and defense, we will be better prepared for the game rather
than going into the game "in the dark."
Coach McClellan summed up his opinion of our
third and fourth units by saying, "Without them, we
couldn't have a team."

Bill McLellan: Head Scout

"Others" Simulate Opponents' Offense
The third and fourth team offense imitates the offense of the
Tigers opponents each week.
This is dull to the players
who have to change to a different offense each week, but it
is a vital part of the preparation for Saturday's game. The
Tigers' third team offense has
to study the movements and the
patterns run by the opponents
very carefully so that they can
come as close as possible to
the actual individual players
they are imitating.
For example, in preparation
for the Duke game last week,
the third and fourth team quarterbacks, Ellenburg and Ruffner, watched the movements on
film of Scotty Glacken, Duke's
remarkable quarterback.
Jim Ruffner, 5-11, 198pound
junior from Latrobe, Pa., has
had a frustrating career so far
at Clemson with injuries cutting
out an entire year of action.
This is his job during the
week — "We look at the films
and try to imitate the offenses
to the very best of our abilities so that our Tiger team can
play its best against our opponents," stated Ruffner.
When asked did he feel buried

by being on the third team and
having to go through "dull"
practice and not seeing game
action, Ruffner had this to say—
"I find myself imitating Hodges
of Virginia one week, and
Scotty Glacken of Duke the next,
but we still look for brighter
things and chances to move up.
I'd like to say that Clemson has
the best spirited team I've ever
played on—from the first unit
all the way down."
The third and fourth teams
work just as hard (if not harder) as the first units, but don't
get the recognition or trips,
the real reward for playing football, but still keep struggling insearch of brighter things to
come.
Here are player thumbnails
for some of the third and fourth
offensive unit Clemson players.
The TIGER regrets not all of
the players can be listed.
(75) — KEITH
LEE
(KEITH) SMITH - Sophomore — 6-6—230—7-22-44 East Woodstock, Conn....was
on squad last season, but sawno action...battling with Mass
and Burton for starting right
tackle slot...one of biggest men

on team...earned 11 letters at
Marianapolis Prep School in
football, baseball and basketball...named to Coach and Athlete all-star team as well as
Wigwam ail-American team...
father is retired general and is
athletic director at Marianapolis Prep where he coached
his son...majoring in agricultural engineering.
(72)-CALEB LEE (LEE)
TREXLER, JR. - Sophomore
- 6-5-232-12-20-45 - Concord, N. C....came along strong
in spring drills and was placed
on
alternate team behind
Boyette...earned four letters in
basketball and three in football
at Concord High School...was
all-conference in basketball...
received senior scholastic athletic
award...co-captain
of
basketball team...one of four
sophomore offensive tackles...
majoring in pre-medicine.
(64) — RICHARD LARTIGL'E (RICHARD)GARICK
—Sophomore — 6-1—208—228-46 — Orangeburg, S. C...
one of three Orangeburg boys
up from last year's freshman
team...was member of third

team at end of off-season practice...earned five letters in football, basketball and track at
Orangeburg High School...was
team captain in football...currently playing behind two
juniors...majoring in industrial
management.

(23)-MICHAEL ADDISON
(MIKE) DOUGLAS—Junior—
6-0—183—7-16^4—Montgomery, Ala....played with 1962
freshmen...has yet to see varsity action...was placed at
flanker spot in last spring practice and given third team slot...
played on two state championship teams as sophomore and
junior at Robert E. Lee High
School...was named lineman of
the week three times and then
to all-city team...father is engaged in textile work...majoring in arts and sciences.
(12)-JAMES EARL (JIM)
RUFFNER—Junior — 5-11—
198-8-12-13—Latrobe, Pa....
has had frustrating career so
far at Clemson with injuries
cutting out entire year of action...completed nine of 32
passes last season for 128
yards...daring type ball player...was star of 1961 freshman
team, gaining 411 yards and
completing 25 of 55 passes for
376 yards and seven touchdowns.
JOHN WILLIAM (JOHNNY) WADDELL — Sophomore - 6-1 — 195 - 9-30-46
—Georgetown, S. C. ... will
probably back Olszewski and

Portas at offensive left guard...
up from last year's freshman
team...attended Winyah High
School where he was coached
by two former Clemson playGainer...was most valuable
lineman his junior year in high
school.

(51) - ROBERT JONES
(ROBERT) HUGHES— Sophomore — 6-3—196—1-30-45 —
Pickens, S. C....was held out
last season after playing first
string freshman ball in 1962...
was on third unit following
spring practice...lettered two
years in football and two in
track at Pickens High School...
on county all-star team two consecutive years...named to three
different all-state teams senior
year...member of upper state
all-state teams senior year...
member of upper state all-star
team...picked on '62 squad to
play in Charlotte's Shrine
bowl...father is a mechanic...
majoring in applied mathematics.
(48) - EDWIN deBERRY
(EDDIE) ROGERS, II—Junior
—5-10—186 — 3-11-44 —Lake
View, S. C...member of 1962
freshman team...high school
teammate of Wayne Page...has
not seen any varsity action to
date...will probably start fall
drills on third unit behind Jackson and Dantzler...earned three
letters in football, three in track
and one in baseball at Lake
View High School...voted best
back on team...majoring in agricultural education.

By Tim O'Riley
TIGER Sports Writer

A Faked Hand-Off As Number Three Offense Runs Dummy

DONT
fight it.

Get Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper.
Mistakes don't show. A mis-key completely disappears
from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton's Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy
weights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.

J5
EATOtTS CORRASABLE\

TYP£mma

PAPER!
8

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.

EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

McLellan Briefs Three Defense

Offense Breaks After Play Call
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"Swimmers Show Promise"
By JERRY BARON
TIGER Sports Writer
"This will be one of the strongest teams we had here in several
yeajrs," Coach McHugh stated
about this years' swimming
Tigers.
"The only person not returning to this years squad is last
year's captain. With such a
large number of returning varsity men and a fine group of
sophomores, we'll have the
most depth that we've had in
quite a while.
"Breastroker and individual
medalist Lee Zeis from Westfield, N. J. will be this year's
captain. Dwight Reynolds, who
set a varsity record of 2:14.7
for the 200 yard butterfly, will
also be swimming this year.
He's a really hard worker and
a fierce competitor."
Some other boys who are returning are Fred Warfield, who
swims the 60 and 100 yard
dashes as well as the individual
medleys; Althur Allison, a distance man, doing the 200 and
500 y ard events; and Mac Chatneuff, swimming the dashes and
the butterfly events.
"This year we'll have the
same boys we had last year in
10 events. Thes same boys set
7 new varsity records.
"While we're weak in diving,
the boys we have, Wayne Cook,
John
Marcinko, and Bill
Rubertus, are working hard
and coming along just fine.
Right now though, I don't
know."
Clemson's strength should
come from our relay team, the
butterfly events, the 200 yard
freestyle, and the dashes.

"In addition to the diving we
will be weak in the backstroke
and breaststroke events. Last
year we were weak there, but
with the addition of the sophomores we have gained some
depth.
"Another encouraging aspect
is the fine turnout of freshmen.
We had a much larger turnout than last year and they're
showing real promise. Right
now, they are 17 hard-working
boys.
"We had 3 weeks of practice
and in 5 more, the season will
start. We'll start the season on
December 2, with a meet with
Duke here in Clemson. The next
meet will be right behind the
first on December 4, with N. C.
State here in Clemson.
"The scheduling is the same
this year as last year. We'll have
meets with all the ACC schools
and Georgia, Davidson, and
Emory. We'll also have the
ACC meet.
"If they keep working like
they have at the beginning of the
season, they will be up the performance of the last year's team
at the end of the season. They're
out to improve on last year's
1-9 record, and I think they
have the potential and desire
to do it."

This one didn't score, but the Clemson soccer team
went on to defeat Duke, 3-1. Duke player has stripe
on sleere and Duke goalie is leaping, as they are surrounded by Clemson players.

Frosh Footballers Win
By SAMMY CARROS
TIGER Sports Writer
Clemson's Cubs came from
behind in the third quarter to
tie the Georgia Bullpups, 6-6,
last Friday at Death Valley.
Trailing 6-0 with 1:30 seconds remaining in the third
period, the Tigers faced a fourth
and seven situation. Quarterback Tom English hit Cub fullback Ray Plyler on the Georgia
ten. Plyler raced the ten yards
to paydirt untouched for the
tying six points.
The Bullpups had taken a 6-0
lead in the second quarter on a
5-yard TD pass from Don
Hampton
to
Bill Payne.
Georgia's drive began on the
Clemson 44 after Jake Scott
intercepted an English pass and
returned it from his 35 to the
Cubs' 44.
The two teams exchanged
punts after the kick-off and

Clemson took over on its own
49. A pass from English to
Miller put the Cubs at the 36
and a Georgia penalty moved
it to the Bullpups' 21. English
connected to Miller once more
for nine yards to the 12.
With
seconds
remaining
Candler attempted a field goal
from the 19. The snap from
center was fumbled and no kick
was tried. Halftime score was
6-0.
Clemson
kicked
off to
Georgia to start the second half.
Neither team could move the
ball and exchanged punts. The
Cubs put the Pups in a hole
with a 59-yard punt by Rayburn that was downed at the
Georgia three.
Georgia was forced to punt
and Gilstrap returned it eight
yards from the 42 to the 34
setting up Clemson's lone TD
drive. Several running plays

Basketballers Open Drills. Hopes High
By PHIL BROOME
TIGER Sports Writer
Football in the fall, basketball in the winter and baseball
in the spring. And football practice in the spring and basketball practice in the fall.
Sounds a little wacky, but as
sure as fall and football, there's
also basketball practice.
The
Clemson basketball
Tigers of '65 are nearly a
month and a half from the opening game, but the team is taking
shape.
Or should it be said that the
'65 basketball Tigers began
'taking shape in the fall of 1964
because coach Bobby Rogers
will return to the ACC basketball wars this season with basically the same crew thathepiloted to a deceiving 8-15 mark
last fall.

RECORDS

Rifles Win
Wayne Cook - Jacknife

Soccer Boys Whip Duke
Last weekend the Clemson
Soccer Team traveled to Chapel
Hill and Durham to play UNC
and Duke, two of the stronger
teams in the ACC. In the first
game UNC proved that it had
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the bigger team as it kept substituting fresh players in the last
period to wear the Tigers down,
giving them a chance to come
out on top 3-2. But on Saturday the Tigers rebounded and
defeated Duke 3-1.
The UNC game looked like
it might be Clemson's first win
of the season as they led 2-0
going into the third quarter. But
UNC scored two quick goals
just before the end of the third
period, and the winning goal
in the fourth.
Clemson's attack was led by
Dikran Ornekian and Mark
Rubich, a freshman. Mark
scored both of the Tiger's goals,
one in the second quarter assisted by David Hilsman and
one in the third quarter by stealing the ball away from a UNC
fullback and firing it past the
goalie.
Rubich scored once again as
he was a consistant threat in
the Duke game. The other goals
for the Tigers were scored by
Frank Schmidt assisted by Bill
Barrick in the fourth quarter
and by Dikran "Turk" Ornekian as he picked up the rebound on Nat Hanano's shot.
One of the many highlights of
both games was the Tiger
goalie Bill "Stonewall" Wallace.
John Kenny, the coach, had
nothing but praise for the team
and said that the team will be
ready for the Nomads. "I just
hope that we don't suffer any
more injuries like we did this
past weekend."
"The Nomads are an experienced ball control team and
we will have to sharpen up our
defense for them. Last weekend
we lost Bob Castles, who suffer-

ed a leg injury, and there were
lots of leg bruises."
John singled out a few players
for their play, "I think Frank
Schmidt, Dan Goss, and Bill
Collins did a fantastic job of
stopping UNC and Duke and
feeding our line. Mark Rubich
and "Turk" did well offensively."
"I think Bill Wallace did an
outstanding job of stopping
UNC, who would have scored
more. Bill stopped two penalty
shots from about twelve feet
out. Dan Goss was great too."
"UNC used about forty-two
players and this gave them a
decided advantage. Our boys
got out there and fought them
every inch of the way though.
They really have heart. Even
the second string hustled."
The Tiger Soccer Team is
slated to play homecoming
weekend at 2:20 p.m. on Sunday behind the fraternities on
the track field.

put the Cubs on the 21 with a
first down. Three plays later
English hit Plyler for the TD
pass. The PAT was no good
and that was all the scoring,
but not all the excitement.
Georgia threatened twice in
the last quarter but the Cubs'
rugged defense pushed them
back.

outs on this Cub unit were Dueworth, Catoe, and Tompkins.
Cub tailback Charles Tolley
led all rushers with 51 yards
in 15 attempts. English completed 4 of 11 passes for 65
yards and Elgin caught two
for 41 yards. Georgia's Elrod
rushed 41 yards in six carries,
and Volpitto connected on 7
for 13 passes for 85 yards.

The big story for Clemson
was its tough defense which rose
to the occasion time after time
to stop Georgia threats. Stand-

Lewis Camerio, a sophomore
from Macon, Ga., led the unbeaten Clemson University
Rifle Team to its fifth straight
victory this year as he posted
278 points in the Rifle team's
1347-1225 victory over Presbyterian College on Oct. 15.
The gunners from Clemson
have "shot down" N. C. State,
Wofford, Davidson, Georgia, in
addition to PC.
The Rifle team opened its season at home on Sept. 17 and
defeated the visiting North
Carolina State Wolfpack by a
score of 1329-1303.
On Sept. 24 the Tigers blasted
Wofford at Spartanburg, 13091240.
The largest victory margin of
the year came at the expense of
Davidson's Wildcats, 13311008.
At Athens the hot gunners
from Clemson beat the Bulldogs by a score 1344-1295.
In clinching their fifth victory the Tigers posted their
highest point total of the year,
1347 points of a possible 1500.
Kenneth Aaltonen, a junior;
Bill Kuykendall, a senior; Jack
Belk, a senior; David Scott, a
junior; and Camerio have led
the rifle boys so far this year.
Bringing up support for the
first five shooters are Jane Race,
a sophomore coed; Craig Shepherd, a freshman; Charles
Schackelford, a freshman; Carter Higginbotham, a sopho-

at the position. Starter Garry
Helms, (11-2), who blossomed
into a full-fledged sharpshooter
midway last season, is back
along with Hank Channell,
Walt Ayers and Ken Gardner.
Channell, Ayers and Gardner
all started at various times in
the season.
Sophomore Curt Eckard and
returnees Rudy Antoncic, Donnie Seitz and Tom Corcoran
are all given a chance to see a
lot of action for the club.
Two Pittsburg boys, Joe
Ayoob and Fred Steiner, are
slated to get a good bit of work
at guard. Ron Cox, another
hustler from the '64 crew, rates
good chances at seeing some
action.

an afternoon workout last
week. "All the boys are anxious
to get started, and to say the
least, I'm ready fotthe season
to get underway.
Roberts promised plenty of
excitement out of this year's
group.
"Whatever I say about them,
one thing is that they will be
an excitingjeam to watch,"he
continued. "They want to win"
and you can tell it by the effort
that they put into their workouts and their games."

Guards Denny Danke and
Dave Dempsy, up with Eckard
from the frosh outfit, could get
in for limited action. Danke
shows real promise and has
been hampered in his efforts by
a bad knee.
The group began working
last week with the usual condition drills. Coach Roberts
said the first couple of weeks
would be spent on fundamentals.
"We'll try to get them in good
shape before we do anything
serious," Roberts said during

General Benedict

Giant Mahaffey

more; and Robert Little, a sophomore.
The Rifle Team's coming
meets include a match at Clemson with Furman University on
Oct. 29.

Cross Country Saturday
The Clemson Cross-Country
teams, frosh and varsity, will
meet the University of North
Carolina this Saturday at
11:00 a.m. on the Clemson
track.
This past weekend, Clemson
lost to the University of South
Carolina 40-20. Clemson also
lost to N. C. State 24-34.
Players to watch for Clemson
are Bob Tindall (Number 17)
from Jacksonville, Fla.; Marion Miller (15) of Greer, S. C;
and Paul Kozma (14)ofStaten

Island, N. Y.
The freshmen lost to NCS
The UNC varsity players to 27-28. The Clemson frosh team
watch are James Mead (Num- has a 3-1 record.
ber 45), team captain from
The Clemson freshmen face
Ridgewood, N. J.; Mike Wil- an unbeaten UNC team. Bruce
liams
(44) from Tarpon Lowery and Brian Willie are
Springs, Fla.; and Eddie Dow looking to be the top runners
(48) of Norwood, N. J.
for the frosh.

DISTINCTIVE HANOSEWNS IT

DEXTER
on the
campus

The Clemson Cubs next game
will be against the Georgia Tech
frosh on October 22.

GO TIGERS-BEAT T.C.U

TJ Model
Discovery:
Carol Jackson
St. Louis, Mo.

in a class by
themselves!

DAN'S

Every handsewn inch,
classic perfection for casual
wear cum laude ... superb
craftsmanship, glove-like
fit and the very finest
seasoned supple leathers,
specially tanned for
handsewing. Your very best
value in quality
handsewns at

Will be open until 1:00 A.M. Friday Night
and until 12:00 A.M. Saturday Night
FOR THE "TIGER" ATMOSPHERE COME TO

THE JUNGLE R< III
Dan's new dining room - Enter from the side,
over the Jabberwocky

The '64 Tigers were a snake
bit crew to say the least, losing
seven ACC contests by a total of
19 points. To say the team is
better than last year's record
indicated is an understatement.
Keying the offense again this
fall will be workhorse center
Randy Mahaffey, the third of
four brothers who will have
played in the Tiger stripes.
(Fourth brother Richie will get
his first action in a Clemson
uniform as a frosh this fall.)
Mahaffey, who captained the
All-State team last fall by virtue
of a unanimous vote of state,
sports writers, brings a 17-.-4
scoring mark into this year'si
fray.
The hardwood hustler from
Logronge, Ga. also topped the
'64 team in rebounding with
224 for the season.
Mahaffey's celebrated cohort
at guard is hometown ace Jim
Sutherland who fired at a 16.3
clip last fall. Jim led the team
in free throw percentage, canning 78.3 of his charity tosses.
Sparkplug guard Buddy
Benedict is back for his senior
year. The 5-7 Duquestne, Pa.
fireball managed to shoot at 8.4
points a game while playing
with a passion on defense.
Roberts has forwards for
every occasion, so many in fact
that he should have not worries

$15.00
Colors: Palomino, Black
Cordovan

IN ANDERSON —IT'S

As seen in
Seventeen

From TJ's Paket Boat Golden Arrow

Hip-Hugger
by Thermo-Jac
TJ's Hip-Hugger puts a special zing into being a girl
and catches second-glances everywhere. See what
it will do for you. One-piece: black-&-white check wool
. . . yellow-belted hip-hugger. . . white Orion-blend top.
Also in bold heather plaids or pale heather herring-

Welborn Shoes
"EXCLUSIVE BUT NOT EXPENSIVE"

bone, check and plaid. True Junior sizes 3 through 15.

$17.95

Genie Shoppe
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Frank Howard Gains Victory 143 Over Unbeaten Duke
But Enjoyment Short-Lived
As TCU Looms On Horizon
By SAMMY CARROS
TIGER Sports Writer
"Good morning, coach!"
"Good morning, buddy! How you feeling?"
"Pretty good, coach. How do you feel?"
"Oh, pretty good. You know it's always nice to
win. But you don't have time to enjoy it. As soon
as you win one you gotta start thinking about the
next one."
How do you like being carried across the field?
Well, it's pretty good. I expect the boys get a big
kick out of it, and I'll go along with most anything'
they like."
How many did it take to carry you across?
"I don't know buddy. I didn't sit there and count
them.
Did you have a particular game plan against
Duke?
"Well, we went up there with the intention of running and we did. To tell you the truth though I
thought we would run better than we actually did.
But Duke's got a big strong team and they hit you
out there. We had intended to pass more than we did
but we didn't."

•

What did you think of your defense?

First, Murray, You Shouldn't Fumble

"Those boys played a bang up ball game. I don't
believe I've ever seen a Clemson team hit as hard as
they did out there Saturday. Tell you another thing,
buddy. I don't believe I've seen two sophomore
ends play as good defense as ours did. All of our
boys were aggressive and played heads up ball. I
thought the score was gonna be something like it
was two years ago 35-30. But it wasn't."
Do youfeel your defense is ahead of your offense?
"That's a hard thing to say, son. After Saturday's
game you have to say the defense is ahead of the offense. But it changes. At the beginning of the season
I thought the defense was ahead. Then the offense
got ahead and now the defense is ahead again. If
we can get 'em both ahead, then we'll really show
something."
Did you expect Duke to pass more than theydid?
"Yeah, I did. But I'm glad they didn't. You know
that Glacken is a real fine quarterback and he can
throw that ball. Our boys got in there and gave him
some pretty good licks though. That probably made
him think before he dropped back there and passed
again."
Did you suffer any injuries Saturday?
"Yeah, we got some small injuries. One boy got a
broken finger, another sprained his elbow, and
another got a bruise on his knee. But these are

The Sweet Sign Of Victorynothing but game injuries and you expect 'em. All
of these boys will be ready Saturday, too.
"Mullen will be ready to play this Saturday, and
I'm hoping Gore will be able to come out. Of course,
Gore's not in real good shape being out all season."
Do you plan anything different against T. C. U. ?
"Oh, we might have a few surprises; but if I
thought it was a play that would win, I would have
been using it all year. We'll just go out there and
play good hard football."
How do you expect the rest of the season to go?
"Well, it's like I said at the beginning of the season. We could win 11 of them or lose all of them.
That's just the type of schedule we're playing.
"Listen buddy! Say the offense runs 75plays. Well
the other team will run about 75 plays for you to
defend. That makes 150 plays and there are 11
players on your team. Eleven times 150 is 1650
chances.
"Suppose you mess up on four chances. Then
that's 1646 out of 1650 but those four mistakes can
beat you by four touchdowns. I don't know too
much about math but 1646 out of 1650 is pretty
close to 99 per cent. See there! You can play 99 per
cent and still get stomped.
"Now sometimes you might miss 100 chances
and score 1550 out of 1650 and still beat 'em. Maybe another player came over and corrected this
mistake. Maybe a safety man picks up a receiver
that someone else should have. See! It's a funny
game.
"Anyhow, let's get to work on this week's game
buddy."
"Okay, coach. Thank you."

Howard Changes; Wins Toss
For the first time this year pair weren't proving too good
Clemson did not elect season at playing odd man—because
captains of the football team. they lost the toss on all three
Instead, coach Frank Howard occasions. Surely after the Tech
decided to name captains at loss Howard would change
each game.
horses. But he didn't. However,
Against N. C. State quarter- this past week against Duke
back Thomas Ray and line- tackles Johnny Boyette and
backer Bill Hecht were named Ricky Johnson convened at the
offensive and defensive cap- pre-game ceremony.
tains respectively. Next week
Howard said he wanted Duke
against Virginia two more faces
were expected to meet for the to see he had a couple of big
toss. But Howard is just super- boys—460 pounds compared,
stitious enough that he sent to 382 for his captains the first
four games. But Howard deRay and Hecht out again.
Clemson also claimed Vir- cided to let Ray continue as ofginia and it was a dead cinch fensive captain and Hecht as
that it would be Ray and Hecht defensive caller.
It could have been a little bit
again against Georgia Tech.
Sure enough it was. But this of pyschology on the part of

Howard as far as Hecht was
concerned. The senior linebacker lives at Staunton, Va., now,
which is only one good jump
over the mountain from Charlottesville.
Hecht's response to the defensive captain against the Cavaliers made Howard look like
he had gazed into the crystal
ball. The Staunton resident
claimed 10 tackles in the Virginia game—high for any Tiger
this season.
Howard's "magic" worked
again against Duke. It just so
happens that Hecht is a native
of Durham—home of the Blue
Devils — and still maintains
many friendships there. After

the 3-2 decision over Duke
Howard commented about
Hecht's defensive calling: "He
had 'em in the right defense on
practically every play. And
when you're there at the same
time they're there, you'll usually stop 'em." And the Tigers
did just about that.
Howard said he was going to
see if he couldn't find some
Texas connection for Hecht this
week when Clemson meets
Texas Christian in its homecoming game. Two incentive
games on the part of Hecht have
helped bring two Clemson victories. And Howard will go almost to any measure as long
is it's legal and within the rules
:o win a game.

Harry: In Bag

CAREERS
IN STEEL
BETHJEHTM
ST|EL

Our representative
will be on campus

November 8
to interview undergraduate
and graduate candidates for
Bethlehem's 1966 Loop
Course training program.
OPPORTUNITIES are
available for men interested
in steel plant operations,
sales, research, mining, accounting, and other activities

The young bucks of America
go clean-white-sock in the

DIOGREES required are
mechanical, metallurgical,
electrical, chemical, industrial, civil, mining, and
other engineering specialties; also chemistry, physics, mathematics, business
administration, and liberal
arts.

new crew Adler calls Adlastic

If you would like to discuss
your career interest with a
Bethlehem representative,
see your placement officer
to arrange for an interview
appointment.

Meet the revolutionary crew of 65% lambswool plus 35% nylon with spandex for
100% stretch. Up and down. This way and that. That's Adlastic with the give to
take on all sizes 10 to 15 and last far longer and fit far better. Size up Adlastic in
28clean-white'-sock colors. Clean-white-sock? The now notion with it even without
the wherewithall. Whatever, get Adlastic at stores where clean»^iWi
white-sock is all yours for just one young buck and a quarter.
THC

ASLCR

COMPANY,

CINCINNATI

14,

An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

OH

Now Boys, Please Dorft Drop Me In Front Of All These People

BETHLEHEM
STEEL
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"We Worked Too Hard To Be Denied Again
A Game Of Nice Meetings...

John Boyette (73) and Rick Johnson (70) greet the Duke captains at mid-field
before the start of the Duke-Clemson game.

"Charley Truck" Switches Over
By SAMMY CARROS
TIGER Sports Writer
"A few minutes before practice was over on Monday Coach
Howard asked me how I would
like to play middle guard. I
said OK."
That's how Rick Johnson,
affectionately known as "Charley Truck", a tackle for three
years, switched to the middle
guard spot. This naturally presented problems.
"It's hard because it's something new. You have to watch
for different things like draw
plays and traps a lot more than
you do at tackle. You also have
a bigger area to cover. During
the week I had to study the films
a lot more and pay real close
attention. I enjoy playing it
though and especially working
under Coach Smith."
Johnson expressed the feeling
that the films show him a lof
about the upcoming opponent.
"I guess the first thing I look
for is how big the guy is I will
be playing on. Then I look to
see how much second effort he
has.

"You know like if he hits the
dirt and jumps back up looking
to hit you. Or if he's the type
that will get back up and just
look around. Then I watch to
see where he likes to hit you.
"Just watching the way a
player lines up will tell you a
lot. If he's got a lot of weight
on his hand then he's coming
straight ahead. But if he's leaning up then you can expect a
pass."
Saturday's game with Duke
had no real surprises for Johnson. "We were expecting a few
fancy things but they didn't try
them. But they had a good,
hard-hitting, fast team. The
thing about them is that they
wanted to win it just as much
as we did.
"Glacken was a good quarterback, but he seemed a little
cocky, Calabrese was a good
hard runner until he got hit a
few times."
Contrary to many people's
ideas Johnson enjoys traveling
but not like the Tigers have
been this year. "I don't like to

travel four weeks in a row, but
then I wouldn't like to play four
games in a row at home.
"You get in too much of a rut
when you play them that way^
I like to travel though, 'cause
it's a lot of fun. But you like
to play at home and have the
roar of the home crowd backing you, too.
"Having the crowd cheering
can really keep you up, but I
don't think it's that hard to get
up for a game. All I do is think
about how good it is to win
and how bad it is to lose.
"When you travel too, you
think of bringing a big victory
home. That helps get me up.
Also running a 30 minute practice on Friday when you're on
the road. We're as fired up during that practice as we are during the game. But the two teams
I have a hard time really getting up for are N. C. State and
Wake Forest."
"TCU will be a hard bunch
to play, but I think my group
has a few surprises for them.
All I know is that I'll be there."

Praise For "Jolly Greens";
But Smith Wails Mistakes
By BILL WILLIS
TIGER Sports Writer
Offensive center Randy Smith
had nothing but praise for the
defensive giants who disconnected the Dukes from the pigskin six times.
"The whole darn team did a
great job. I don't know how
they kept it up without tiring."
But Randy's displeasure with
himself over his play could be
sensed by watching the gleam
in his eyes fade. "Why didn't
we push the ball over on those
substained drives," he kept saying over and over.
Randy began to rationalize,
as all good and earnest players
do, about the important plays
and drives that somehow faltered. He finally decided that
Clemson had stumbled on their
own mistakes.
As for the ten man front put
up by Duke, Smith had this
to say, "We knew that they
might try it, and so we worked
on it in practice. But it is hard
to tell which part of the line
they will focus on. When we

lined up for the punt, they were
several yards from us. Then
they moved in closer and left
one man back to receive."
"Duke also played our offense well on the roll-out passes.
They either used an extra man
on the roll-out side or they used
an 'X' play where the end crashes down while the tackle handles
the wide play or pass. Georgia
did this a lot."
"However, Duke did not
'stunt' at all, that I can remember, as did Georgia. The stunt
is when the defensive lineman
will withdraw from his position
and allow another man to take
his place. Instead, Duke played
man for man."
Duke saw the Clemson offense
run a new play that worked fairly well. Smith explained it. "Ray
would roll out on a quarterback keep, but would give the
ball off to the halfback. The
halfback
would
go back
against the flow and cross the
tackle and end position. This
play takes advantage of the
great overflow of the defense."

"On the first attempt this play
was stopped for practically no
gain. But later we picked up
four and five yard gains with
it."
Randy seemed to take enjoyment in comparing opponent
players and sizing them up.
"That middle guard for Duke,
Yates, was very good. I would
rank him to Jim Battle of Tech..
"I felt out my man on the first
few plays and met him well.
So, we moved the ball down the
field very good in the first series.
I knew when I blocked him
squarely the first time that I
could get him when I wanted
him."
This
personal
analysis
caused Randy to quote the beliefs of a great Texas star now
playing pro-ball, "When you're
tired and down, keep telling
yourself that the other guy is
probably just as tired and out
too."
Randy proceeded to talk of
the good conditions of the
Tigers and ranking the opponents as to their physical

By BILL WILLIS
"I think that it would have
been a catastrophe if we had not
beat Duke. Our players worked
too hard at Tech and Georgia
to be denied again."
Coach
Bob
Smith emphasized this statement as he reclined back in his office easy
chair after an uneasy game
with Duke.
However, Coach Smith was
not surprised over the phenomenal performance given by the
Clemson defense.
" I felt that the boys were ready
after watching
them
run
through their practice forms
Thursday. It was one of the
best practices that I have seen
in many years."
The tall defensive coach had
several comments to make
about the defensive play of the
"Jolly Green Giants".
"These boys were so aggressive that they were daring Duke
to run at them. In fact, they are
a tremendously proud group
that has improved with every
game."
"The greatest single improvement that I have noticed is that
of the defensive secondary.
Those boys simply came up to
meet those big Dukes in order
to stop their rushing game."
As for the past weaknesses of
the defensive unit, Mr. Smith
had only one comment to make.
"These young boys are liable
to make a few mistakes at first,
but soon they learn to hit harder."
The movie projector is used
extensively by the defensive
staff in an effort to give each
player a visual picture of his
previous mistakes. "I feel that
the film projector is the best
coach in the business," stated
Smith.
Coach Bob was sure that the
Tiger defense was better against
Duke than Georgia. "There is
no doubt in my mind that the defense was better. The key to the
superiority was the extra effort
of the secondary men. Of course
the whole unit looked a little
sharper."
"As for the pass coverage of
the defense, they allowed the
Devils the short ones, but never
let the receiver get ahead of
them. For example, at Georgia
our defensive backs lined up too
close to the line and this allowed
their receiver to get thejumpon
the downfield patterns."
The first defensive unit was
never substituted by the entire
second team. Only when several players were saved or were
out for various other reasons
were individual substitutions
made.
Coach Smith gave the reason for not sending in the whole
second string by saying that the
defense saw only 64 plays run
against them. "This is not an
unusual number of plays, however, at one time in the second
half the defense was in for almost eight minutes."
Anyone who watched the defensive line closely at Durham
would have noticed the whole
line shifting one position left
or right. This was done immediately when Captain Bill Hecht
felt that the offense was focusing on a particularly weak spot
in the defensive wall.
As most people know, the
defense is graded each game on
the number of tackles and assists made. This score reflects
upon the effort that each player
had made on the playing field.
One point is given for an uncondition. "I felt that Georgia
was the best conditioned team,
but Virginia was tough at
times."
The thoughts of Randy
focused upon tomorrow's opponent. "That T. C. U. is a
rough team. They lost to Nebraska and Arkansas before
defeating Texas A & M, Texas
Tech, and FSU. I do know
that Sonny Campbell is a very
fine receiver for them."
Randy believes that the
Tigers can win if they keep
alert and hit hard. "I would
like to be able to present Coach
Howard with another victory
ball this week.
Last week Randy recovered
the football from several Duke
players in order to give it to
Howard for his 143 victory.
"Maybe I will be able to present him with victory ball number 144."

BEAT
THE
HORNED
FROGS
Dantzler And Calabrese Talk It Over

assisted tackle and one-half
point for an assist.
Coach Smith had this to say
about the defensive scores
against Duke. "This week the
tackles and assists were fully
distributed over the whole defensive team. It has been the
first time this year that four or
five boys haven't dominated in
the tackling department. This
shows that everyone out there
is
being
aggressive
and
tackling hard."
"The aggressiveness of our
defense may be attributed to our
playing another aggressive
team such as Georgia. That
Georgia game showed us how
to go at them, and we carried
the momentum into the Duke
game."
"That hard hitting by our
boys caused Duke to cough up
the ball six times. Some people
think that those fumbles just occur. They occur only when
those boys hit the ball with their
heads, hands or fists."
Coach Smith finished the
interview in a philosophical
mood, stating, "We could win
all of the next five or we could
lose all of them. It remains up
to the boys themselves whether
they want to play hard and win
in the old Clemson tradition."

TJ

And Others Not So Nice

Bill Hecht (57) and company discuss end sweeps with unidentified Duke back.

"That Lanky Boy Gets Job Done"
"Sometimes that lanky boy
looks terrible out there on the
field, but he usually gets the
job done."
These were the words of defensive end coach Whitey Jordan talking about one of his
prize ends, Edgar McGee.
I'll tell you something about
that kid. He is a great competitor who makes up for his inability with sheer desire. It is
well known that Edgar improves each day, is a good
leader, and works hard. Also,
I may add that he is a good
student."
Edgar McGee, when told that
his coach had said these remarks about him, grinned and
preceded to tell how much he
thought of his coach. "That
Whitey is a great fellow and
he knows how to get us to give

of ourselves."
Coach Jordan was fairly
pleased with his ends since they
had better than passing grades
for last week's work. "I believe
Wayne Bell had a 81 while McGee earned a 77. This is not
their best showing, but I must
emphasize that 70 is the passing
mark."
However, the Coach felt that
he must give the highest grade
to the "Jolly Green Giants".
They gave a tremendous effort
that virtually won the game
for us."
"Yet, I do feel that our offensive boys helped out by keeping the ball out of scoring position. This was accomplished
twice when we carried the ball to
the twenty-five yard line and to
the one."
When asked about the type of

pass patterns run, Jordan answered by saying, "We usually
follow a run-pass option with
the receiver in the flat. This
means that the short man will
be about ten yards down. This
type of play puts pressure on
somebody on the defensive
side."
As to why his ends did not
sparkle, the end coach could
only give speculative reason.
"For one thing they brought the
safety up in order to keep our
end from going out. Also, they
put a man over to the strong
side in an effort to double-team
that end."
Returning to the individual
play of McGee, Jordan had this
to say about his Soph. end. "Ed
helped Thomas Ray out of a
possible jam once by coming
back from his deep pattern to

be in position to take a short
pass. This play not only gained
four yards, but saved us from
being thrown for a loss. I expect to see Edgar play a much
better game tomorrow for various reasons."
Edgar McGee, 6'4" tall and
weighing in at 205 lbs., had
several comments to make
about the team's win against
Duke.
"I felt that our offense should
have been better. We moved the
ball well at times, but didn't
capitalize. Of course, that defensive gang took up where we
got slack."
"However, I thought that we
should have scored on the first
series and on the series that
carried to the one yard line.
That intercepted pass stopped
the first drive and Mauldin
could not hear the snap call
on the last big drive."
Edgar straightened up from
his reclined position and began
to go over his personal mistakes that hurt the whole team.
"I am disappointed about two
passes that I dropped. Both of
these dropped passes stopped
a drive."
"We had to change our game
plan somewhat. Their secondary rotated to the split end,
and so we had to throw to the
back side. This is when the
quarterback throws away from
the flanker because they have
covered him."
"The ends do not run many
deep patterns since this is left
for the flanker. Now, on that
long pass that was intercepted
on the first series, it was a
specially called play where the
flanker goes long or deep. Actually, the flanker goes through
the middle of the line and precedes to go deep. This was a
special play.
"It looked like it would be a
. good time to run this play since
the Duke safeties were up tight
and playing for the run. Somehow they caught on to the trick."

Sursavage(86),Fellow Headhunters Look For Trophy

Defensive Ends Stand Tall
Joey Branton had a premonition he was going to do something big for Clemson last Saturday against Duke. And it
came to pass.
With a second and 10 situation at the Clemson 14 and 78
seconds left in the game, the
Blue Devils were on a drive
which had started on their own
28. The Tigers held their huddle
for a defense and Branton, who
usually doesn'tsay lOwordson
the field, said, "On the next play
I'm either going to intercept
a pass or recover a fumble."
Everyone knows what happened. Duke coughed up its
sixth fumble of the game, Branton fell on it, and the Tigers
only had to run out the clock
for a 3-2 win.
Defensive end coach Bob
Jones was asked this week if
he ever had two ends play such
a fantastic game. He was being
quizzed about Branton and
Butch Sursavage. After thinking for a moment Jones said,
"I can't recall where two of 'em
did that well—definitely not two
sophomore
ends
anyway.
Their performances will be re-

membered a long time."
Although Branton and Sursavage are still learning, Jones
believes the "boys are ready to
become men. They have savvy
...love to play...big...tough...
have a lot of desire...they want
to be good. Right now I don't
know of two better defensive
ends in the conference."
Branton was credited with
picking up two of Duke's
fumbles and Sursavage got another one. Besides getting one
on the 11 which helped preserve
the victory, Branton also fell on
a loose ball when the Blue
Devils had second and goal at
the Clemson six in the second
quarter. Sursavage got his in
the third quarter with a third
and three situation at the Duke
40 and the runner had just_
made four yards, enough for a
first down.
"Both boys were in on seven
or eight tackles during the
game," according to Jones'calculations. The one best remembered each had a hand in. Branton and Sursavage crashed
through to throw quarterback
Scotty Glacken for an 11-yard

loss when the Blue Devils
needed two yards for a first
down at the Clemson 27 early
in the fourth quarter.
"You won't find an end making many individual tackles,"
surmised Jones. "Their main
responsibility is to turn the runner in where it's a little more
crowded. These defensive ends
have done a good job of this
most of the season. Not many
people have gotten outside our
ends thus far.
"What makes it such a pleasure to coach these boys," Jones
continues, "is that they are good
listeners. Neither one of them
talks much but they absorb
what they hear. Besides, both
of them have some size and are
pretty quick."
No doubt the Duke game was
the hardest hitting game either
Sursavage or Branton had ever
been in. On the bus going back
to the airport Branton and
Jones were sitting together reviewing the game. Branton
turned to Jones and said, "I
can still hear bells ringing in
my ears." No doubt they were
bells of jubilation.

Sophomore McGee turned his
thoughts upon a more satisfying subject when he talked
about his good friend Wayne
Mass. "Ole Mass and I really
did a good job of double-teaming those Duke tackles. We
really like to hit them hard so
that our runners can go."
"Of course, I must admit that
my man was a very good player. He contained our sweeps to
that side extremely well."
McGee almost laughed when
he was reminded of the ten man
front that Duke used, but he
refrained from doing so. "We
knew that they would try it,
and so I held my position for
dear life."
As a final gesture Edgar
turned his attention to tomorrow's game. "I respect T. C.
U. very much, especially since
they have played two of the top
teams in the country. We will
have to charge out against
them. I definitely plan to do better on my pass-catching. Maybe
if I gain a little more weight
by then I will have added
stamina and power."

"Follow
The
Band
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"Jolly Green Giants" Shout 'Ho! Ho! Ho!'
And Mighty Duke Falls From The Unbeaten

Clemson Line Rises To Crush Calahrese
A familiar sight last Saturday as the Tiger defensive
team racks Duke fullback Jar Calabrese as he attempts
to run up the middle. Bill Hecht (54) and Phil Marion

(In the air) lead this Tiger effort. At the bottom of
the pile (with the neck brace) is tackle Fudd Rogers.

Scotiy Glacken stops to help Dan Gunnels take off
his helmet in the middle of the Clemson line.

Joey Branion (ground) and Butch Sursavage (86)
combine to throw Duke QB Scotty Glacken for a long
loss.

Young Line, Little Fellow Named Mauldin
Set Up Frank Pearce's Three Point Winner

"Motor" Gets In High Gear To Set Up Victory
Hugh Mauldin grits his teeth as he begins a dive into
the "briar patch."

Bob Maiheson (28) downs a Duke punt to put Clemson in a hole in the second quarter.

Hugh Mauldin breaks free up the middle for an 18
yard gain to set up a Clemson field goal, and eventual margin of victory over the Duke Blue Devils Sat-

urday. They play came in the third quarter following a Duke fumble and a Clemson recovery on the
Duke 35.

Page 10

Regulars, Cadets Recognized
Clemson's Army ROTC Brigade recognized two men in the
Regular Army Detachment with
the
Army Commendation
Medal and 29 cadets as Distinguished Military Students at
a Brigade Review on Oct. 15.
Capt. James H. Weeks and
Sergeant First Class Arthur E.
Walts were awarded the Army
Commendation Medal by order of the Secretary of the Army.
They received their awards for
meritorious service.
Col. Melvin E. Brown, professor of military science, appointed the 29 Distinguished
Military Students on the basis
of outstanding leadership potential, high moral character,
and a definite attitude for the
military service.
A DMS must also be in the
upper half of his class and have
demonstrated leadership abil
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ity while participating in recognized campus activities.
Capt. Weeks was recognized
for his meritorious service during the period Nov. 22, 1963
to Aug. 19, 1965 while he was
assigned to the United States
military supply mission in India. He was instrumental in developing the over-all plan for
provision of equipment to the
Indian Army Corps of Engineer troop units and the Border
Roads Organization.
SFC Watts was awarded the
Army Commendation Medal
for meritorious service while
serving consecutively as Squad
Leader and Platoon Sergeant,
Company A, First Battalion,
60th Infantry, 172d Infantry
Brigade at Fort Richardson,
Alaska.
"Though his high degree of
organizational
ability,
attention to detail, and extensive

knowledge of a wide range of
military subjects, he contributed materially to the combat readiness and espirit de
corps of his unit," stated the
Secretary of the Army's citation.
The Distinguished Military
Students include John Beckroge, James Bolen, James
Bond,
Byron Bull, Claude
Canup, Wilbur Connelly, L. H.
Couch, Mike Douglas, James C.
Griffin, Robert Gunter, James
G. Griffin, Thomas Haines,
Fredrick Hecht, Joseph Hunter,
and Robert Irvin.
Also designated as DMS are
Lory Johnson, Ed Kinnett,
Ralph
Westbrook, Charles
Kitts, S. W. Page, Richard Papini, Gary Shamlin, Jimmy
Spradley, Myles Stevens, Michael Stone, John Thompson,
Melvin Walden, Stanley Walsh,
and Henry Robertson.

Campus News Roundup
CIRCLE K
The Circle-K Club will meet
Monday, Oct. 25, at 7:00 p.m.
in Meeting Room no. 7. All old
members please be present if
possible. All student who are'
interested in becoming a mem-«
ber of this service organization may also attend the meeting, or contact George Wood,
Ernie Cummins, or Charles
Cottingham.
CAR WASH
Omicron Zeta Tau, Clemson
sorority, will sponsor a car
wash Thursday and Friday,
Oct. 21 and 22 from 1-5 p.m.
at the girls' dorm. Cost will be
$1.00 per car.
CLEMSON PLAYERS
The Clemson Players will
hold tryouts for their forthcoming production, "The Fantasticks." Tryouts will be held
in Room 114 of the Geology
Building Oct. 25-29, between
7:00 and 8:30 p.m. Tuesday,
Oct. 26, tryouts will be held between 8:00 and 9:00 p.m. Singers, musicians, and non-singers
and non-musicians are needed.

BLAZER SALE
If sufficient student interest is
shown, the Junior Class will
sponsor another fitting-andsale session for the Clemson
Blazer during the first week in
November. If you are interested
in purchasing one ofthe Rollins
Blazers, sign the list in the Office of Student Affairs now.
LITERARY SOCIETY
The Calhoun Literary Society will meet Monday, October
25, at 8:30 p.m. in the Conference Room of the Arts and
Science complex. Refreshments
will be served.

CDA
Sponsors

JUNIOR CLASS BARBECUE
The Junior Class is sponsoring a barbeque at the field house
from 11 a.m. until game time
tomorrow. Choice of chicken or
barbeque, at $1.25 each.
TIGER BROTHERHOOD
The Tiger Brotherhood is
holding a drop-in after the football game in The Tiger Brotherhood Club Room for all members, old and new, alumni and
honorary members. Refreshments will be served. It is hoped
that all persons concerned will
drop by for this annual event.

AIIE
There will be a meeting ofthe
American Institute of Industrial
HOMECOMING
Engineers Student Club on October 26th at 7:00 p.m. in the
The Army ROTC is providIndustrial Building.
ing two information booths for
Mr. Arthur A. Brendle, Man- the 1965 Homecoming Weekager of Marketing Research at end. The booth project, one of
Saco-Lowell Shops in Easley, the many new projects scheS. C, will speak on "Some duled for improvement of the
Aspects of Industrial Engineer- annual weekend, is to provide
ing at Saco-Lowell's Research information concerning events
and Development Center."
and points of interest on the
Clemson University campus.
The information service will
begin Saturday at 8:30 and
continue until 12:00.
The
booths will be located in front
(Continued from page 1)
terpretations which through the of the Tom Clemson statue and
on the lawn in front of the Stuyears have obscured Mozart's
dent Center.
original intentions, the "Don
Giovanni" presented here on
BONFIRE
Oct. 28 will be the original
A Bonfire Oct. 29 will beheld
Prague version.
for the student body behind
This performance, the second Death Valley in the parking
in the 1965-66 Concert Series, lot. It will be held at 7 p.m.
will involve a company of fifty; and will include a pep-rally,
including nine principal sing- various skits (including one by
ers, a full chorus and orches- the girls) and a variety of singtra. Mozart's 178 year old mas- ing groups. Make it a point to
terpiece will be fully staged with attend.
all eight ofthe traditional scenes
COOK-OUT
set in the 17th century Seville.
A hamburger cook-out will be
Clemson opera-goers will see held for all YMCA members
and hear baritone Ronald Hol- Saturday Oct. 30. The cookgate in the title role of the li- out will be held at the YMCA
centious Spanish nobleman recreation center across the
with whose amorous exploits lake. Tickets are 50 cents each
and
eventual
horrendous and are being sold at the YMCA
downfall "Don
Giovanni" office. Wednesday, Oct. 27 will
deals.
be the last day to get tickets.

Goldovsky Opera

TIGER
Sponsors

Sponsoring in the Homecoming Dance this year these beauties are, left to right,
(top row) Nancy Finley tor Tom Finley, president; Sherry Kennel for Ed Kennet, vice
president; Ann West for Cary Beckwith, secretary-treasurer; (second row) Fran Smith
for Ed Tenneni, placing chairman; Angelvn McCarver for Goz Segars, publicity;
(bottom row) Fran Garner for Lewis Horton, floor chairman; Linda Whatley for Willson Riggins, decorations; Barbara Anne Harris for Bert Pearce, alternus.

Clemson YMCA Theatre
FRI. & SAT—OCT. 22-23
INGRID BERGMAN
SHIRLEY MACLAINE
REX HARRISON

Sun.-Mon.-Tues. Afternoon
Oct. 25-26-27
RICHARD
CHAMBERLAIN
YVETTE MIMIEUX
—in—

"The Yellow
Rolls Royce"

"Joy In The
Morning"

TUES. NIGHT-WED.
ANNE BANCROFT
PETER FINCH
—in—

"The Pumpkin
Eater"

WSBF Program Notes
Sponsoring the TIGER senior staff for Homecoming this year are, left to right,
(top row) Rachel Jackson for David Crawford, editor; Jenny Coleman for Charles
Hill, associate editor; Cheryl Campbell for Charles Humphries, news editor; (second
row) Beverly Friday for Ernie Stallworth. sports editor; Joyce Proctor for Bill Johnson, features editor; (bottom row) Lynn Westbury for Allen LaRoche, copy editor;
Barbara Cunningham for Jim Cunningham, advertising manager; and Susanne Bradley for John Lank, circulation manager.

Pershing Rifles Ready
For Homecoming Show
The Clemson Pershing Rifles
will engage in many varied activities during Homecoming
Weekend. They will usher at
Tigerama and the football
game Saturday and will also
present a precision drill at halftime.
Tigerama on Friday night

Thurmond Speaks
(Continued from page 1)
the war in Viet Nam.
Finally in his rundown ofthe
problems
before Congress,
Thurmond spoke of his fight
against the repeal of section
14b of the Taft-Hartley Act.
He said, "We stopped the repeal of 14b which would have
destroyed the "right-to-work"
laws in this and every other
state which has them. ...It's not
right to make a man join a
labor union or any other organization to hold a job."
In closing his remarks for
the evening, Thurmond lashed
out at the Democratic party
saying, "The Democratic party
is the left-wing, radical, reactionary party of this country...."

is the beginning point for the
PR's duties. The PR pledges
have the responsibility of ushering at the annual event while
Company C-4 of the PR's will
form an honor guard for the
entrants in the Miss Clemson
University Contest.
After the CDA dance P'riday
night the pledges will hold a
drop-in in the PR lounge.
Saturday afternoon, the PR's
and pledges will resume their
activities as ushers at the Clemson-TCU game. Then, at halftime, the PR's will put on their
annual fancy drill exhibition
before the Homecoming crowd.
This year the company has
added several new movements
to its performance.
Following the dance Saturday night, the PR's plan a
drop-in at the lounge for all
PR's and their dates.

FOOTBALL-CLEMSON VS. TCU
6:00-12:00 p.m.-OFFBEAT

Tom Thomsen wanted challenging work

Sunday, Oct. 24
12:30 p.m.-SONGTIME
3:00-5:00 p.m.-CONCERT IN HIGH FIDELITY
6:00 p.m.-FROM BLUES TO BLUEGRASS
7:00 p.m.-SOUNDS OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY—This week featuring the score from
"BYE BYE BIRDIE," starring ANN MARGRET AND DICK VAN DYKE.

Listen to the WSBF Midday News, MONDAY
THRU FRIDAY at 12:45 for a factual, concise
look at the world of news.

Clemson Theatre

L C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY
Your (fiexatt) Store

FRI-SAT.-SUN.
OCT. 22-23-24

FRANK SINATRA
DEBORAH KERR
DEAN MARTIN
—in—

"Marriage
on the Rocks"
MON.-TUES - OCT. 25-26

SERVING CLEMSON MEN
FOR OVER 50 YEARS
WITH A SMILE

HARDWICK CLOTHES
FREEMAN SHOES

JUDGE KELLER

(Continued from page 1)
to $1.50 for adults.
Seats will not be reserved but
the number of tickets to be sold
for each performance will not
exceed the capacity of the
theatre, thereby guaranteeing
a seat to each ticket-holder.
"La Boheme," a story of
young lovers in the Latin Quarter of Paris a century ago, was
written by Luigi Illica and Giuseppi Giacosa. Puccini's romantic music includes several
of the most familiar arias ever
composed. The opera is in four
acts.

Saturday, Oct. 23

—In COLOR—

Quality Menswear
at Low Prices

All Conference
Shirts & Slacks

La Boheme Here

Now 24 Hours A Day For Your Listening
Enjoyment

waiters & hillman
campus shop
clemson
anderson

DAVE CLARK FIVE!
—in—

"Having A
Wild Weekend"
WED.-THUR.-FRI.-SAT.
OCT. 27-30

DOROTHY McGUIRE
FESS PARKER
CHUCK CONNORS

He found it at Western Electric
T. R. Thomsen, B.S.M.E., University of Nebraska,
'58, came to Western Electric for several reasons.
Important to him was the fact that our young engineers play vital roles right from the start, working
on exciting engineering projects in communications including: electronic switching, thin film circuitry, microwave systems and optical masers.
Western Electric's wide variety of challenging
assignments appealed to Tom, as did the idea of
advanced study through full-time graduate engineering training, numerous management courses
and a company-paid Tuition Refund Plan.
Tom knows, too, that we'll need thousands of
experienced engineers for supervisory positions
within the next few years. And he's getting the
solid experience necessary to qualify. Right now,

Tom is developing new and improved inspection
and process control techniques to reduce manufacturing costs of telephone switching equipment.
Tom is sure that Western Electric is the right place
for him. What about you?
If you set the highest standards for yourself,
enjoy a challenge, and have the qualifications
we're looking for — we want to talk to you! Opportunities for fast-moving careers exist now for electrical, mechanical and industrial engineers, and
also for physical science, liberal arts and business
majors. For more detailed information, get your
copy of the Western Electric Career Opportunities
booklet from your Placement Officer. And be sure
to arrange for an interview when the Bell System
recruiting team visits your campus.

Western EteCtriCMANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM ^

"OLD~YELLER"
—In COLOR—

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities D Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S. '
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N.J.DTeletvpe Corp., Skokie, III.. Little Rock, Ark.DGeneral Headquarters, New York City
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The Clemson of Tomorrow

Clemson '65: A Challenge Met By DOTTY SCARCE
TIGER Feature Writer
"You can't expect foundations to come tumbling over
their heads to get to you if
you yourselves, as students
and former students don't do
something to help yourselves."
Thus spoke Dr. Charles L.
Horn, president of the Olin
Foundation, when he addressed the students of Clemson College in 1958. Dr. Horn
came to Clemson to announce
a $1,175,000 gift from the
Olin Foundation to Clemson
to construct the Samuel E.
Earle Chemical Engineering
Building. Since that day Clemson has met the challenge
given by Dr. Horn.
Supported
by
students,
alumni, the state, and other
sources, Clemson has grown
in size and in quality. This
growth can be seen in each of
the many academic phases of
the University.
FACULTY EXPANSION"
Since 1958 the growth in
size and quality of the faculty
of Clemson University is noteworthy.
In 1957thenumber ofteachers and researchers was 349.
For the 1965-66 session 399
faculty members are employed. These figures do not
include graduate assistants,
librarians, and others, below
the rank of instructor. This
year Clemson has drawn its
faculty from 43 states and
twelve foreign nations.
As for faculty quality, nearly 60 per cent hold the highest
degree in their field of specialization. In 1957, 31 percent
held the Ph. D.
In 1957 the Clemson faculty
held degrees from 71 institutions. By 1964 over 192 institutions were represented by
the faculty. Also, the number
of faculty involved in research
projects doubled from 1958
to 1964.
The
most
remarkable
growth in faculty members

holding the Ph. D. has been
in the College of Engineering. This increase is due, in
part, to the new physical
plant which includes two
buildings given by the Olin
Foundation. The increase in
faculty strength has resulted
in a sizeable growth of graduate studies in Engineering,
where the number of graduate students has increased
more than 8 fold since 1957.
The average teaching experience of a faculty member
has increased more than 20
per cent since 1958. Many of
the faculty have had experience in business or industry,
as well as in education.
Faculty salaries increased
61 per cent from 1957, but
one-fourth of the faculty received a 72 per cent increase.
GRADUATE SCHOOL
STRENGTHENED
Most remarkable is the expansion of the Clemson University graduate school. In
the last eight years the number of students has increased
from 115 to 420. During this
time the number of graduate
courses doubled. Likewise, the
number of graduate degrees
awarded nearly tripled.
Graduate school entrance
requirements have been elevated in recent years, beginning in 1959, when the Graduate Record Examination became a requirement for admission.
The first doctoral program
was established in 1955, and
there are now 19. Three
courses of study were added
this fall: environmental systems engineering, engineering
management,
and mathematics. In 1966 it is hoped
that a Ph. D. will be offered
in electrical engineering. The
first Ph. D. was awarded by
Clemson this past August in
chemical engineering, the first
of its kind granted in S. C.
B. A. PROGRAM INITIATED
The Bachelor of Arts Program was begun in 1962, with

the first B. A.'s awarded in
1963. In three year's time,
the number of B. A.'s awarded
has increased 67 per cent. A
Master of Arts is also offered
in some fields.
STUDENT BODY
EVOLUTION
For the 1957 academic year
Clemson enrolled 3,423 under-graduates. This fall Clemson opened its doors to 5,022
students. The numerical increase between the 1964 and
1965 enrollments is the largest
since 1946.
First semester
1964, Clemson enrolled 219
women students; this number
has cliihbed to 350 for 1965.
The high quality of the student body of Clemson University deserves attention.
Standards for admission are
high. The College Board tests
are required for admission,
and the average score of the
freshmen class on these tests
has risen steadily since 1957.
This year for the first time the
mean score topped 1000.
Not only have entrance requirements
steepened, but
standards for remaining at
Clemson and for graduation
have reached a higher level.
In 1960 32 per cent of the students at Clemson made A and
B grades, and only 16 per
cent made F's. In the three
years following, the number
of A and B grades climbed
41 per cent, while the number of F's declined. This is
indicative of the fact that each
year the freshman class is
being more carefully selected.
The high quality of Clemson students is emphasized by
the Honors Programs, initiated in 1962. Each fall, top
freshmen are invited to participate in this program which
provides for the fuller development of the most able students.
This fall 56 freshmen were invited to participate in honors
work.
NEW PROGRAMS
DEVELOPED
This term Clemson initiated

a two-year program leading
to an Associate of Arts degree
in Nursing. The course was
designed in co-operation with
Anderson Memorial Hospital
to help correct the shortage of
nurses in South Carolina.
Other new programs are
now under consideration. Action is being taken to establish
a junior college to be operated
by the University in Sumter,
S. C.
DIVERSIFIED
OPPORTUNITIES
Clemson's growth has not
been limited to academics. The
Fine Arts Series brings a
varied program to the student
body each year, including art
exhibits,
Shakespearean
plays, and a foreign film
series.
In addition to the foreign
film series there is a church
sponsored film series and frequent films for the architecture
students. Also, throughout the
year, various art exhibits are
displayed.
Clemson's varied lecture
program provides for the interchange of ideas. Last year
Clemson was host to almost
150 visiting lecturers.
ALUMNI SUPPORT
Keeping pace with the expansion of Clemson, the University's alumni have risen to
the challenge, more than
doubling the amount of the
Alumni Loyalty Fund.
The average alumni gift,
which was approximately ten
dollars in 1957, now exceeds
three times that amount. Since
1957 alumni have given a
total of almost one million dollars.
Alumni Funds are used for:
undergraduate scholarships,
graduate fellowships, faculty
research, and library facilities, student government, institutional endowment, Alumni Operation Fund Reserve.
Alumni funds also make possible Memorial Scholarships,
R. F. Poole Scholarships, and
professorships.

The Company's first engine, the Wasp, took
to the air on May S, 1926. Within a year the
Wasp set its first world record and went on
to smash existing records and set standards
for both land and seaplanes for years to
come, carrying airframes and pilots higher,
farther, and faster than they had ever gone
before.

In recent years, planes powered by Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft have gone on to set
new standards of performance in much the
same way as the Wasp had done in the
1920's. The 727 and DC-9 are indicative of
the new family of short-to-medium range
jetliners which are powered by the highly
successful JT8D turbofan. Examples of
current military utilizations are the J58powered Mach 3 YF-12A which recently
established four world aviation records and
the advanced TF30-powered F-lll variablegeometry fighter aircraft.

CONTINUING
CHALLENGE
All of the constituent parts
of Clemson—alumni, trustees,
administration, faculty, students, and" people of South
Carolina—have taken part in'
its vast expansion. This participation must continue if the
university is to meet a continuing challenge—the challenge to keep its educational
facilities and standards in accordance with a changing nation.
No small amount of credit
must go to Clemson's highly
capable president, Dr. Robert
C. Edwards. Pres. Edwards,
asked to comment on his role
in Clemson's maturing as a
university, refuses to take due
(Continued on page 15)

The architect's scale model of the Clemson University campus indicates the locations for new buildings which are in the planning stages.
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A Hearty Welcome! $
i TO 1965 HOMECOMING VISITORS:
I Homecoming is one of the great days of our Uni-1
I versify calendar.
It gives us who live and work at Clemson the op-1
| portunity to welcome Clemson sons and daughters I
: as they return to the campus.
It gives them the opportunity to renew old ac-|
ij quaintances, visit with old friends, and see again the
: scenes of college years.
It makes each of us in the Clemson family newly |i
; aware of our ties to each other and our mutual de- i
I pendence upon one another.
Clemson belongs, in a very real sense, to many:;
i groups of loyal and devoted people.
It belongs anew each year to the current student |
jjbody. This is their Clemson, as it was—and is—your
I Clemson. It claims the dedicated service of faculty;:;
I and administration. It is the first concern of a strong
i and active Board of Trustees.
But, most of all, Clemson belongs to Clemson |
| alumni and to the people of South Carolina and the
nation. It exists to serve them. We covet their understanding of what Clemson is and their support of |
iwhat Clemson is doing.
So, on this Homecoming Day, we extend our|:
;! heartiest welcome to all visitors, whether they bee
; alumni, relatives, or friends. We hope each of you |
:;will have a pleasant day, enjoying the football I;
i; game and social events of the week-end.
We hope, especially, that each of you will take time;:
I to see Clemson's campus and to inspect some of our;
buildings and to let us tell you something of the work!:
; being done here. We are confident that the more you;:
jknow about Clemson, the greater will be your loyalty i;
:;to this institution.
\ Clemson is growing steadily in size. This year we |
:;have 5,022 students. Our magnificent new Library!
;:is nearing completion, as is a major addition to the|
l Chemistry Building. New dormitories have recently |
jbeen occupied. Other structures are in the planning j;i
:; stage to meet future needs.
More important than size, however, is quality. I
:;Clemson's educational standards are being kept:;;
lhigh to meet the needs of this complex, scientific!
:age. Our students are better qualified than ever
I before. Our graduates continue, as they have over
i; generations, to fill important places in the life of our
:; country.
We are proud of Clemson. We want you to be
\ proud of it too.
Enjoy yourselves at Homecoming. Return again
;! as soon and as often as you can.
Sincerely,

l
If

S
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Robert C. Edwards
President, Clemson University

«»

and \X)& Future
Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look
at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft-where technical careers
offer exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting
stability—where engineers and scientists are recognized as the major reason for the Company's continued success.
Engineers and scientists at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
are today exploring the ever-broadening avenues of
energy conversion for every environment... all opening
up new avenues of exploration in every field of aerospace, marine and industrial power application. The
technical staff working on these programs, backed by
Management's determination to provide the best and
most advanced facilities and scientific apparatus, has
already given the Company a firm foothold in the current land, sea, air and space programs so vital to our
country's future. The list of achievements amassed
by our technical staff is a veritable list of firsts in the
development of compact power plants, dating back to
the first Wasp engine which lifted the United States
to a position of world leadership in aviation. These
engineering and scientific achievements have enabled
the Company to obtain its current position of leader-

SPORT JACKETS

ship in fields such as gas turbines, liquid hydrogen
technology and fuel cells.
Should you join us, you'll be assigned early responsibility. You'll find the spread of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
programs requires virtually every technical talent. You'll
find opportunities for professional growth further enhanced by our Corporation-financed Graduate Education Program. Your degree can be a BS, MS or PhD in:
MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY
. CERAMICS . MA" HEMATICS .ENGINEERING SCIENCE OR
APPLIED MECHANICS.

For further information concerning a career with Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement
officer-or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.

SPECIALISTS IN POWER... POWER FOR PROPULSION-POWER
FOR AUXIUARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

Rich textured Scottish imports and superb
domestics, impeccably tailored in th«
authenic natural shoulder tradition. Wide
range of patterns and colorations woven to

Promise of Greatness

By RICHEY ROBERSOX
TIGER Feature Writer
Clemson
University
has
made great strides forward
since Dr. Charles L. Home's
challenge in 1958 to help ourselves.
It has grown in almost every
conceivable manner, but this is
still not enough. In the coming
years Clemson will continue to
grow and prosper.
Already plans have been
mapped out for growth in the
next decade. Not only are building and curricula changes and
advances planned, but also
plans have been made for such
diverse developments as the establishment of a television
studio complete with a staff of
five professionals which will be
used to produce educational
programs
for select class
rooms.
These plans for the Clemson
of 1975 have been put forth in
a program established by Jack
K. Williams, Vice President for
Academics Affairs and Dean of
the University.
Plans for building development will cause some startling
changes in campus appearance. Already, plans are being
made for a coliseum and bids
have been received for dormitories 12 and 13, which will be
located behind 9, 10, and 11,
another needed addition to the
campus.
In the next decade Clemson
will continue to develop academically, placing major emphasis on the agricultural, biological, engineering, and physical sciences and upon management education.
Since the 1975 expected on
campus enrollment is 7,500,
and the total number of fulltime students is expected to be
8,600, the university's faculty
and curricula will have to expand.
By 1975, the agriculture curriculum will offer doctoral programs in horticulture and
microbiology. Enrollment increase in the biological sciences
are expected to be above
average, so curriculum emphasis will be shifted to them.
A school of forestry will also be
organized.
No major expansions are expected in architecture. The
building construction curriculum will increase to a 50-student capacity.
Substantial enrollment increases are expected in arts and
sciences. The mathematics department will add a doctorate
degree by 1966, and the curricula will include majors in
both theoretical and applied
branches of math. To meet the
student increase, the two departments of English and modern languages and social studies will be further divided into
four departments.
One of the most significant additions to our campus facilities
will be a television studio, complete with a staff of five professionals. This studio will be
used to produce educational
programs for select classrooms.
Research effort is expected to
increase in areas of marketing, uses and controls of chemicals, food processing, and
water problems. Staff increases
and budget increases in these
expanded areas may be expected. Research faculty equivalents should increase from
about 85 to 100 during the tenyear period.
Research in chemistry and
physics will expand, but on a

basis of non-state support. Research faculty equivalents in
these areas will increase from
the present 5 to 10 by 1975.
The present half-million dollar annual research effort
should expand to $2,000,000
by 1975. State support (now
$70,000) should at least triple.
The number of equivalent research faculty members will increase from ten to twenty-five
by 1975.
Research here will hold
steady in textiles, with a modest increase in textile chemistry.
Research in business and industrial management will increase at a better than average
rate. The research faculty will
expand from five to ten.
To provide for increased enrollments and research programs, 100 professional people
in teaching and research will be
added by 1975.
Agricultural
extension
should not expand in numbers of people but will redesign
much of its work. The agricultural regulatory programs
in fertilizer and in livestockpoultry health will add staff at
a slow rate, as needs indicate.
By 1967-1968 the University
should undertake a modest program of
engineering, industrial, and urban development extension. The program
could be underway initially
with a staff of seven in engineering and industrial development, and three in urban
development. This program
should
experience steady
growth, once underway.
Other needs of the expanding
university will also be met.
In his report, Dean Williams
has included a list of twenty
items which will be the aim of
the university to complete
within the coming decade.
These proposed items in order
of priority are to:
1. Construct an engineering
research bulding.
2. Renovate and air condition the geology building for
the School of Education.
3. Re-design and air condition the Industrial Engineering building for engineering
graphics.
4. Re-design and air condition Riggs Hall to add space
for EE and ME and for administration of research of extension.
5. Air condition the architecture building and add design
lab in basement.
6. Re-design and air condition Sirrine Hall.
7. Complete P&AS basement
and to re-design Food-Industries building to give space for
move from Long Hall.
8. Construct a biological
sciences building.
9. Re-design and air condition Long Hall for an Arts
and Sciences classroom building.
10. Re-design Olin Hall by
adding floor over the half of
the unit operating lab.
11. Construct
academic
building for the Education curricula.
12. Construct a Jet propulsion lab.
13. Construct an Electrical
Engineering building.
14. Construct
a
forestry
building.
15. Add wing to the IM-TS
building for IM expansion.
And these proposals are just
a few of the things that will be
accomplished during the next
decade which will combine to
make Clemson not only a true
university, but a great one.

our order and exclusively ours.

TIGER COATS

From $44.00. Slacks from $16.95

GENUINE TIGER SKIN (Almost)
at

u

Bobs Men's Shop

AIRCF
D, VISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT
CORP.

224 N. MAIN ST.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

323 Main Street
Greenville, S. C.
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Tigerama Sparks Weekend
By CHARLES HILL
Associate Editor
The fun, follies, and fireworks
of Tigerama, Clemson University's all-student variety production, return to the Clemson
campus tonight, October 22, at
6:45 p.m. in Memorial Stadium. A crowd of 10,000 is expected to be on hand to witness
the spectacular.
This ninth annual presentation of the Tigerama pageant,
the kick-off event of Clemson's
gala Homecoming festivities,
will feature skits, variety acts,
South Carolina's largest fireworks display, a pep rally, and
the crowning of Miss Clemson
University.
The activities of Tigerama get
under way at 6:45 with Pre-

Tigerama, a giant pep rally
with the Clemson cheerleaders
and the Tiger Band. The actual show follows at seven o'clock, with the presentation of
nine skits by various campus
organizations. Additional entertainment will be furnished by
two Clemson student musical
groups, "The Rainclouds" and
"The Black Mountain Ramblers". Finally there will be the
long-awaited crowning of Miss
Clemson University, a Clemson coed to be selected by the
vote of the entire student body.
SKITS
The nine skits to be presented, featuring the best of college wit and satire, always

prove to be hilarious. These
comic sketches will be presented by seven local social fraternities, an honorary music
fraternity, and the women's
dormitory. The participating
groups have revealed the topics
of their skits as follows:
Sigma Kappa Epsilon, which
leads off the program of skits,
will present a skit entitled,
"Stop, Stop;No,A-Go-Go."The
Women's Dormitory, after a
successful debut last year, this
year allows the audience an insight into "A Girl's Day at Clemson." "Once Upon A Homecoming " will be the presentation
of Delta Kappa Alpha.
Sigma Alpha Zeta, twisting
around a Walt Disney title, will
show a "Colorful World of Won-

Come Up And See Us Sometime

Residents of Clemson University's Women's Residence Hall No. 1 entertained the
troops last year with their version of "behind the scenes" action during a panty raid.
(Photo by John Lee)

der." Mu Beta Psi, honorary
music fraternity, will present the
off - key sounds of "Hasentfeffer's Philharmonic Orchestra
and Marching Society."Kappa
Delta Chi takes a trip with a
hobo to discover "The Eve of
Happiness."
Coach Frank
Howard is the topic of Delta Phi
Kappa's "Astronaut of Barlow
Bend."
Phi Kappa Delta will take the
audience to the lovely South
Seas for its "South Pacific Revisited" skit. Kappa Sigma Nu
completes the program with its
rendition of "Hansel College
and Gretel Coed."
MISS CLEMSON
The crowning of Miss Clemson University will climax the
stage presentations of the evening. The winning coed was determined by a vote of the student body on Thursday, October 21. On Friday night the
candidates, escorted by members of the student government,
' Tigerama committee chairmen,
and members of the Blue Key
national honor fraternity, will
walk through an honor guard
formed by the Clemson University Pershing Rifles ontothe
center of the Tigerama stage.
There the winner will be announced and crowned by Dr.
Robert C. Edwards, president
of Clemson University.
This year's Miss Clemson
University contest has twentythree contestants, more than
ever before. The candidates are
Miss Mandy Adams, a freshman sponsoring the Horticulture Club; Miss Marietta Batson, a freshman representing
Tiger Brotherhood; Miss Suzanne Bond, a freshman for
Sigma Kappa Epsilon; Miss
Jody Bullock, a freshman sponsoring Company C-4, Pershing
Rifles; Miss Terry Charles, a
sophomore representing Sigma
Beta Chi; Miss Nina Dulin, a
sophomore for Scabbard and
Blade; Miss Judy Florie, a junior representing Kappa Sigma
Nu; Miss Janet Garrison, a
freshman sponsoring the
Young Republicans;
Also, Miss Connie Gilstrap,
a freshman representing the

1

forget about General Electric.
We don't have any place where you
can curl up and snooze away the
next forty years of your career.
There are no quiet little nooks in
any of General Electric's 130 operating businesses in 19 countries
round the world.
But if you're the wide-awake
type, G.E. can provide the excite-

ment to keep you that way. Your
first assignment may be helping us
find applications for a whole new
family of plastics recently developed by G.E. Or you may be working at Cape Kennedy on the Apollo
moon program. Or you may be
working on the marketing team for
a new home appliance.

One thing is certains Youll be
working. Youll have plenty of responsibility. What you won't have
is a chance to doze off in the prime
years of your career.
Talk to the man from G.E. when
he visits campus. Come to General
Electric, where the young men are
important men.

Ttogress k Our Most Important T^odvcf

GENERALS ELECTRIC

Miss Ctemson 1964-1965

Society for Advancement of
Management; Miss Jan Hicks,
a junior for the Glee Club; Miss
Joan Lancianese, a sophomore
sponsoring Phi Kappa Delta;
Miss Renee Miller, a freshman
representing the Canterbury
Club; Miss Janis Moore, a
junior for Kappa Delta Chi;
Miss Susan Moore, a junior
sponsoring Delta Phi Kappa;
Miss Joan Reas, a junior representing the Pershing Rifles
Regimental Headquarters;
Also, Miss Wanda Reynolds,
a sophomore for the Baptist
Student Union; Miss Carol
Rostron, a junior sponsoring
Alpha Gamma; Miss Sandy
Tarquino, a sophomore representing the YMCA; Miss Mary
Trout, a junior for Omicron
Zeta Tau; Miss Delores Violette,
a freshman sponsoring the
Newman Club; Miss Shelley
White, a freshman representing Sigma Alpha Zeta; Miss
Cada Jenkins, a freshman for
the Arnold Air Society; and
Miss Georgia Beyer, a freshman sponsoring the Numeral
Society.
According to Mac Harley,
Tigerama committee chairman of the Miss Clemson contest, "Both the quality and the
quantity of the girls participating gets better every year—a
tribute to the growing female
student body of Clemson."
FIREWORKS
A fireworks display was the
climax of the first Tigerama
in 1957, and it has remained
as the grand finale of each
presentation. This year's fireworks show claims to be bigger
and better than ever. It will
last from fifteen to twenty minutes and cost approximately
SI500. This makes the display
the largest in the state and one
of the largest in the South. It
will be necessary for Pyro Display Company to send technicians in advance just to set up
the huge display.
HARD WORK
But the heart of Tigerama is
the satirical skits presented entirely by the student members of
campus organizations. The
elaborate, entertaining, and
near-professional skits presented on Friday night are the prod-'
ucts of long hours of planning,
constructing, and rehearsing.
Work on each skit begins several weeks before Tigerama, as
a few members of each club
gather to discuss their show and
swap ideas. After several of
these informal meetings, in
which talent, backdrop, music,
costumes, and lighting are considered, a rough tape of the
program is made. This tape is
revised and re-revised, until the
final version is obtained. Then
many rehearsals without props
are held.
A final tape recording of the
skit is made at the student radio
station, WSBF, a process which
sometimes takes up to five
hours to accomplish. Every

WALT BANTZ (E.E)

If you re looking for a nice comfy place
towork
after graduation,
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of the '63 Bethlehem
"Loop" Course is an
engineer at our new,
S50-million research
laboratories. He's typical
of young men on the move
at Bethlehem SteeL
Seniors and graduate
students in engineering and
non-technical curricula will
soon be interviewed for
the 1966 Bethlehem Loop
Course. We offer splendid
career opportunities in steel
plant operations, research,
sales, mining, accounting,
and other activities.
For detailed information,
pick up a copy of our
booklet, "Careers with
Bethlehem Steel and the
Loop Course," at your
Placement Office.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans far
Progress Program

BETHLEHEM
STEEL

QETHEHtu
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President Edwards is shown placing the crown on the head of the winner of the
1964-1965 Miss Clemson University Contest, Ande Mitchell, at the conclusion of the
Tigerama skits last year. Representing Delta Kappa fAlpha social fraternity. Miss
Mitchell was chosen in a student body election in which she was selected from a
field of 15 other Clemson coeds. (Photo by John Lee)
year the entire content of the
skits is recorded in such a manner. This technique is necessary, for it is impossible to
adequately amplify such a program so that it could be heard
by all in Memorial Stadium. A
final dress rehearsal of the complete program is held on the
night before Tigerama. As a
reward for their work, the skits
are judged and the winning
groups are awarded cash
prizes.
DIRECTOR
The director of Tigerama
1965 is Earl Burch, an applied
mathematics major from Spartanburg. Earl was assistant director of Tigerama 1964. The
show is produced entirely by the
student body with Blue Key,
national honor fraternity, co-

ordinating the efforts. The financial arrangements for the
production
are handled
through the Office of Student
Affairs.
In commenting on Tigerama
1965, Burch said, "Although
being director of Tigerama is
a very tiring job, I feel it gives
me an opportunity to be a real
asset to Clemson. For this reason, I'm very proud to have
been selected as director of
Tigerama for this year. We
feel that more work has gone
into Tigerama this year than
in previous years, and thus we
predict that Tigerama '65 will
be the best yet."
Advance ticket sales began on
Monday, October 18, when
members of the Clemson Student Senate canvassed the
dormitories. Tickets are now on

sate in the university dining
hall and will be on sale Friday
night at the stadium. The price
of all tickets is forty-nine cents.
As a previous Tigerama director said, "You can't find any
better entertainment for the •
price."
The staff of this year's
Tigerama, excluding those who
will work on the individual
skits, is composed of about
seventy-five students. The assistant directors for Tigerama
'65 are Mike Click and John
Shelley. Committee chairman
include Ken Suggs, skits; Joe
Ruzicka, music; Don Driggers,
tickets; John Lee, photography;,
John Matthew, publicity; Bill
Hamilton,
newspaper publicity; Ben Rook, posters;
Marsha Haas, colleges; Deryl
(Continued on page 15)

First Editor Recalls
Days Of Infant TIGER
By BILLY WALKER
TIGER Special Writer
Take a careful look at this
issue of The TIGER and rest
assured that when the idea of
a student newspaper at Clemson—the first college newspaper
in South Carolina — came
about, nothing on so grand a
scale could even be conceived.
The TIGER was "born" in
1907, and Prof. S. R. Rhodes,
now retired after forty-two
years on the Clemson faculty,
then a Clemson cadet, was its
first "babysitter" and editor.
"It was just a small tabloid
then, not nearly the size of the
present day TIGER," Prof.
Rhodes recalled from his suburban Clemson home.
"At first," he continued, "The
TIGER was printed in hopes of
raising money to help the annual out, but it caught on and
became a regular thing."
Curiously enough Prof.
Rhodes was graduated from
Furman University with a
Master's Degree in Science and
then came to Clemson.
"I only stayed two years and
I was editor of The TIGER in
my last semester (spring '07,)
Rhodes continued. "I just made
up some back shop work and
graduated in Electrical Engineering."
While at Clemson, Rhodes
joined A. B. Taylor ('07) and
others in planning The TIGER
and in getting it printed.
"I recall that the students accepted the paper quite readily,"
he continued, "but we didn't
have many things besides athletics to write about. We weren't
allowed to leave on the weekends and nothing happened except football games and a few
dances."
Prof.
Rhodes, who was
promptly tabbed "Slim" by his
students after returning to
Clemson in 1913 from the University of North Dakota, remained on the faculty here until his retirement in 1954 and
headed the Electrical Engineering department from 1929 until
his retirement.
Looking back over the years
Prof. Rhodes rated the changes
at Clemson as not so startling.
"There have been great
strides made at Clemson," he
said, "but they've been gradual
and often they weren't even
noticed at the time."
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This is how page 1, volume 1, number 1 of The TIGER
appeared when it came out on January 21, 1907.
Perhaps Prof. Rhodes cited the paper."
"Our main job was studying
the ultimate in school spirit
when he mentioned activities and we did plenty of it during
surrounding the State Fair of the time we were here," he continued.
1905 in Columbia.
A regular day for a cadet in
"The entire corps (student
body) went to Columbia and that era according to Prof.
camped on the grounds of the Rhodes began with morning
State Fair before the game," roll call, a meal, and then
he revealed. The game, how- the march to class.
"They divided us into secever, was not with the traditionsaid, "and we
al rival, Carolina, that year. tions," he
marched to every class in that
It was with Alabama.
"We whipped them pretty section. We had no freedom of
good," Rhodes recalled. The choice in our courses. EveryTigers trounced the Crimson body in Electrical Engineering had to take the same thing
Tide 25-0 that year.
In returning to the subject —no electives whatsoever."
"In fact," Prof. Rhodes conof the infant TIGER, Rhodes
commented, "Everything we cluded, "we even had sentinels
did, we did for the good of on every hall who made sure
Clemson. We got no time off, we studied. They kept students
no money and often no thanks in their own rooms during
for the jobs we did in putting out study hours!"
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Tigers Boast Proud Homecoming History
By RYAN COBB
TIGER Feature Writer
What is Homecoming?
Is it the bright-eyed girls
eagerly waiting on the Loggia
for their dates to arrive? Is it
the thrill of having ones parents come to see the team they've
heard such boasts about? Or is
it the feeling of pride of accomplishment that comes from
seeing the finished Homecoming display after many tedious
hours of work?
To some it is the thrill of
coming back
to their alma
mater, meeting old friends, and
seeing how the campus has
changed since their graduation.
Homecoming is all of this and
much more. It has its own
special meaning to everyone
who participates.
Clemson homecomings have
undergone many changes
through the years. They have
evolved from a summer vacation with a good band, a little
fireworks, and baseball for 525

Clemson Alumni in 1914 to the
fantabulous panorama of football, pretty girls, and fun for
thousands of Ciemson students
and alumni of today.
The first recorded Clemson
Homecoming was in 1914
when on August 27 a group of
alumni met for the purpose "of
banding the ex-students into a
great association to further the
purpose and interests of the institution. " These alumni hoped
to make homecoming a permanent affair "meeting at least
every five years." However,
there are no records of such
an event in 1919.
The first real plans for homecoming activity were not until
1925. On Sept. 23 of that year,
The TIGER announced, "plans
for a rousing celebration of
Homecoming Day on October
3 are rapidly being completed."
At that homecoming affair, the
Clemson Tigers hosted the
Auburn Tigers. Past graduates
gathered together in the college

chapel for a celebration. Afterwards an informal get together
was held.
The next homecoming was in
September of 1928; when the
class of '28 held a "swinging"
hop. "Many homecomers at-l
tended the affair on the eve of
the Davidson game."
November 11, 1931 brought
the Georgia Bulldogs to Clemson and waiting there to greet
them in a Tiger's manner were
the
Clemson
cadets
and
hundreds of alumni. A special
feature that Saturday was a
Regimental parade at noon,
preceding the game. Georgia
won the game 32-18, but as
that issue of The TIGER expressed it, "Clemson used a
dazzling air attack that put a
scare into Georgia."
Later in the afternoon there
were military ceremonies and
an informal Tea Dance with
Bill Schacte andtheJungaleers,
rated at that time as one of
"the South's best college dance
bands," also provided entertainment for the Senior Ball that
night. The dance was under the
supervision of the "new" Central Dance Committee. The
combined celebration of homecoming and Armistice Day was
termed a "great success."
In 1933, Clemson's Homecoming was two day affair on
October 6 and 7. Four thousand spectators watched the
Tigers whip North Carolina
State 9-0, while the freshmen
defeated the Erskine freshmen
50-0 on Friday. The Blue Key
Fraternity sponsored a dance
on both nights, with George
Walker and his band providing
the music for the dances.
Interest
in
homecoming
seemed to wane in 1936. Anew
agriculture building and a new
dormitory lacked only the
finishing touches before completion, so big crowds came to
the campus to tour them, but
game and dance interest were
slim. That fine band, the Jungaleers, again played for the two
dances. A scant 6,000 saw the
Tigers dump VPI in the Saturday game 20-0.
The year 1937 saw Banks
McFadden, a sophomore then,
spark the homecoming romp
over Wake Forest 32-0.' The
Jungaleers, directed by Herb
Green and ranked among the
top five college bands in the
nation, played for the dance
which came only two weeks
after the usual Autumn Ball.
In 1938, the homecoming

Miss Olis Brooks was crowned 1964 Homecoming
Queen during halftime activities of the Clemson-UNC
game on Nov. 7, 1964. The blonde beauty was the only
Clemson coed in the field of 18 contestants competing
for the title. She represented the Horticulture Club.
(Photo by John Lee)

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY
HEADQUARTERS FOR
DRUG AND SUNDRY NEEDS
IN
CLEMSON

FOR ALL YOUR
When you can't
afford to be dull;
sharpen your wits
with NoDozT>.
Jo'Doz Keep Alert Tablets fight off
the hazy, lazy feelings of mental
(sluggishness. NoDoz helps restore
your natural mental vitality...helps
quicken physical reactions. You become more naturally alert to people
and conditions around you. Yet
NoDoz is as safe as coffee. Anytime
.. .when you can't afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits with NODOZ.

SAFE AS COFFEE

HALLOWEEN
NEEDS
including
Candies, Decorations,
and Novelties

HARPERS
5 & 10c STORE

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company - Chemical Division
INTERVIEW DATE:

MONDAY & TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1 & 2

Opportunities available in West Virginia, Ohio, Louisiana, Texas,
California, Georgia and Canada.
Heavy chemical producer, emphasis in captive uses. Consistent,
strong Research and Development effort. Divisional sales in excess
of $230,000,000.00.
Chemical Engineers —Production, Development
Mechanical Engineers—Maintenance, Engineering Design
Electrical Engineers
—Maintenance, Design, Instrumentation
Civil Engineers
—Construction, Design
Chemists
—All degree levels for research responsibilities
Industrial Engineers —Plant Engineering

weekend featured the band of
Dean Hudson, always a favorite with the cadets, and a game
with Wake Forest, always a
favorite for homecoming. This
time the Tigers only defeated
the Deacons by a score of 7-0.
All-American Banks McFadden led the 1939 Clemson team
to a 20-7 victory over Wake
Forest before a crowd of
12,000. Larry Clinton packed
in a record breaking crowd for
both homecoming dances
which were a part of the annual
Autumn Ball. So many persons
were planning to attend that it
was necessary to sponsor dancing lessons.
The year 1943, Clemson's
51st year, saw the Tigers lose
many cadets to the war. Clemson also lost the homecoming
game to Wake Forest 41-12 on
October 30. No record of a
dance was recorded in the scant
wartime
editions
of
The
TIGER, but an amateur show
was held to entertain the few
alumni on hand.
On moving to the year 1944,
we find a slight improvement
in Clemson's enrollment. It rose
to 947 from 724 of the previous
year. The CDA announced that
Shirley Smith and her orchestra
would play for both dances.
The game with VMI ended in
victory for the Tigers by a
score of 57-12.
In 1947, the Tigers smashed
Auburn in a homecoming tilt
in Clemson's rain-soaked stadium before 11,000 fans to the
tune of 34-13. A tea dance was
held Saturday from five to six
in the fieldhouse.
In 1948, the dance was called
the Tiger-Homecoming Dance
which was similar to today's
TAP'S Jr.-Sr. Playing for the
dance was Sam H. Donahue.
Clemson celebrated that year's
homecoming by blasting a hapless Duquesne 42-0.
Now entering the fifties, Clemson experienced many changes
and phenomenal growth. The
year 1950 was another great
one in the homecoming history
of Clemson. The dances for
this year were again known as
Tiger - Homecoming and featured the fabulous Gene Krupa
and orchestra. That Saturday,
the Tigers trounced Duquesne
53-0.
Moving on to 1951, Clemson
finds Tex Beneke swinging it
out for the homecoming dances,
known as the Autumn Ball.
That Saturday in November
was a great one. The Tigers of
the hills ran over the Tigers

from Auburn 34-0.
The year 1954 saw homecoming on November 4 and 5
becoming like the special weekends of the 60's. The dances
were held in the new dining
hall for the first time and the
Jungaleers provided music for
both the formal and the informal dance.
For the first time the Senior
Platoon and the Pershing Rifles
drilled together at the game,
and both the Furman and
Clemson bands performed at
the half-time of the game that
the Tigers won by a score of
27-6. Miss Laurie Farr was selected Homecoming Queen.
Moving into 1956, Clemson
was entertained by Lee Elgart
at the Saturday night dance,
and the Jimmy Sedlar Orchestra and Miss Judy Gay
sang for the 1956 version of
homecoming. Martha Rae Williams was selected Homecoming Queen as the Tiger team
rolled over VMI with a score
of 21-6.
The first Tigerama, a gala
student production highlighted
the 1957 Homecoming as the
Tigers rolled over Maryland
26-7. Miss Diane Austin was
named the first Miss Tigerama.
Stan Kenton and Paul Snyder
played for the homecoming
dance, and Miss Phyllis O'Dell
was the Homecoming Queen.
Moving on to 1958, Clemson
experienced another traditionally great homecoming as the
Tigers defeated Wake Forest
14-12. This year was Robert
C. Edwards' first homecoming
as president.
In 1960, the Tigers broke a
three-game losing streak as
they trounced the University of
North Carolina 24-0. Lowndes
Shingler, Bill McGuirt, and Joe
Anderson led the Tigers to victory. The CDA provided Clyde
McPhatter and the Drifters as
entertainment that weekend.
Miss Diane Taff, sponsoring
the Numeral Society, was
crowned Homecoming Queen.
Miss Anne Sherman reigned
as Miss Tigerama in 1961. The
weekend's entertainment featured Hank Ballard and the
Midnighters backed by the
Hank Moore Orchestra. The
Tigers vaporized the Green
Wave from Tulane to the tune
of 21-6. Miss Mary Ann Bannermer was chosen Homecoming Queen.
In 1962, Clemson beat the
University of North Carolina
17-6 in a game that saw the
Tigers grind out over 300

Kappa Delia Chi's moving display, "Frank's Barber Shop," received last year's
prize for the best over all display. The display depicted University of North Carolina
coach Hickey polishing the brogans of Clemson coach Frank Howard, while a Clemson Tiger clipped the horns of a UNC ram. (Photo courtesy of TAPS)
yards on the ground. Kappa
Delta Chi, depicting the "Tiger
Club" of Clemson as compared
to the well-known "Playboy
Club" won the grand prize for
the Tigerama skits. The fabulous Ray Charles and singers
presented the music and entertainment at the Friday night
dance, while Maurice Williams
and the Zodiacs kept the Field
House swinging at the informal
dance Saturday night.
One post-military innovation
on the Clemson campus was the
instituting of social fraternities
on campus. These fraternities
have especially added to the effectiveness of the homecoming
weekends since their spirit of
friendly but intense competition
has led to a greatly improved
homecoming
displays and
Tigerama skits.
Homecoming 1965 has arrived, and everything is set for
the great day. Let's hope it will
be another memorable one.

Clemson '65
(Continued from page 12)
credit for his outstanding leadership, but instead, offers:
"The thing that I appreciate
most is the tremendous cooperation that the administration has received from the students, faculty, parents, alumni, and administrative offices.

Tigerama Sparks
(Continued from page 14)
Bulington,
personnel; Bob
Ward, physical arrangements;
G. C. Pundt, technical; Gene
Spence, ushers; J. L. Monteith,
artistic; and Mac Harley, Miss
Clemson Contest. Masters of
ceremonies for the evening will
be Bert Pearce and Gray Walsh.
Tigerama is the kickoff event
for the entire series of activities at Clemson known as
Homecoming 1965. Immediately following Tigerama on
Friday night is the first dance
of the weekend, featuring the
Platters. Saturday morning
Homecoming displays, placed
around campus by various student groups, will be ready for
viewing. Saturday afternoon
the Clemson Tigers will meet
the Texas Christian University
Horned Frogs in Death Valley
for the Homecoming football
game, which will feature the
crowning of the 1965 Homecoming Queen at halftime. The
activities of the weekend will be
concluded by the Saturday
night dance, featuring Little Anthony and the Imperials.
Tigerama made its debut as
an integral part of Clemson's
Homecoming
festivities
in
1957.

Ford Motor
Company is:
responsibility
A key dimension of any job is the responsibility
involved. Graduates who join Ford Motor Company find the opportunity to accept responsibility
early in their careers. The earlier the better. However, we know the transition from the academic
world to the business world requires training.
Scholastic achievements must be complemented by
a solid understanding of the practical, day-to-day
aspects of the business. That is the most direct
route to accomplishment.
Stephen Jaeger, of the Ford Division's Milwaukee
Stephen Jaeger
District Sales Office, is a good example of how it
B.B.A., Univ. of Pittsburgh
works. His first assignment, in January, 1963,
was in the Administrative Department where he had the opportunity to
become familiar with procedures and communications between dealerships
and the District Office. In four months he moved ahead to the Sales Planning and Analysis Department as an analyst. He studied dealerships in
terms of sales history, market penetration and potentials, and model mix.
This information was then incorporated into master plans for the District.
In March, 1964, he was promoted to Zone Manager—working directly with
19 dealers as a consultant on all phases of their complex operations. This
involves such areas as sales, finance, advertising, customer relations and
business management. Responsible job? You bet it is—especially for a man
not yet 25 years old. Over one million dollars in retail sales, annually, are
involved in just one dealership Steve contacts.
As a growth company in a growth industry, Ford Motor Company offers
an exceptionally wide spectrum of job opportunities. The chances are good
that openings exist in your field of interest. See our representative when
be visit* your campus. We are looking for men who want responsibility—
•nd will be ready for it when it comes.

THERE'S A FUTURE FOR YOU WITH.. \ &OF<j£
TO t American Road, DeartoM, MichifM
An equal opportunity employer

The most
walked about
slacks on
Campus are
HUBBARD
slacks with
"DACRON"
Great Hubbard styling with
the lasting neatness and
care-free comfort of "Dacron", in these slacks of
55% Dacron* polyester, 45%
worsted wool. Styled in traditional Classic and Gay
Blade plain front models,
in all the favorite colors, at
better stores everywhere.
Also available in blends of
70% Orion* acrylic, 30%
worsted wool, or "Dacron"
with "Orion".
*du Pont Reg. T.M.
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